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&VICINITY.

VILLAGE
-Governor
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-Busy

N. i~~6~~:'PRoP'R.

Bodwell.

is very plenty.
weather for State Fair.
time at the corn shop.

CANTON, ME., THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 16, 1886.
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No.37.

-Get ready to exhibit s~mething at the I to "·ithin thirty rods of Manley BlanchELECTIO:--- RETCRXS.
Franklin countv elects the entire repubAndroscoggin Valley Fair.
! ard's house ... A. A. \Vorthley and daughlican ticket, inc!tiding the Senator and the
-c\I\
S. A. Kelson of Livermore, 1 ter saw a deer cross the road near Crawf.
From Tuesday's Evening 'Journal we four Representatives
to th e Legislature.
broue:ht to this office a limb 3- of an inch I Eastman's house one day last week.-CoR.
glean the following regarding the Maine Later returns may possliblydgivTe hone demb~
election:ocratic representative e ecte •
e repu 4
in diameter and '.l feet in length, bearing
NO• Jay.
The election ~ :\faine 011 Monday re- lican majority will be about 600.
18 large Flemish Beauty pear~.
It has been quite sickly about here for I sul!ed i1~,a sweeping republican ,·t~tory. _
Later returns show tha~ the O_xford cou_n:
,
th
t~
k
D .
F ll
1he a,,,ent ol the Associated l 1e,s has t ticket is republican
mcludmo-0 Shenft
- C an tons vote on :Monday stood as fole pas ew wee s: •.• • ante. 1 u er, _an i returns trom 225 towns which voted for Y
•
. , ' '
lows:old and respected c1t1zen of this to,vn, died governor, as follows:
and Co. Attot nei •
•
I
Bodwell,
144 Edward,;,
48,633
• ---·-154 quite suddenly at his home on Macomber J:Sodwell (republican)
Dingley,
143 Garcelon,
Tuesday .. Ichabod Bartlett is ~dwa rd ' (dem_ocrat)
39,o7r
PROBATE
ADVERTISING.
140 I11ll, last
.
.
Ua,k (01oh1b1t10n)
2.373
.
Gilbert,
rs6 Holland,
-145 stop~mg with his daughter Mrs. H. B. 1 The s-,une to\\n in 133 4 g:ne:
Young,
148 Watson,
153 Purrington at his old home .. _.A nu~ber
Robie (republican)
55,839
For the information of our readers and
1
"Whitmarsh,
142 Tibbetts,
150 of the young people are attend mg Wilton ~edr:ian (de 1;1<?c_rat)
4 1,809 I business men who desire to advertise in
B ar k·er,
EustisGi(proh1b1t10n)
8+o I
•
146 G ibson,
152 A•ca d ~my, an d t ,1 ,o th e K 0 1ma I sc h oo l a t Two
eenback candidates
2 ,093 the paper that is the most read 111 the eastHersey,
137 Kimball,
e,n part of Oxford County, as well as
153 Farmmgton .... Henry J. Adams has gone Scattering
Austin,
146 Gibson,
150 1 to -~0st0 n to atte~d ~e New England ConThe repu~lican plural_ity this year. in91 some County officials who clain? _that no
Stanley,
these towns 1s 9,562, aga111st _14,030, b_emg_1 paper is worthy of thell' recogmt10n ex147 Lowe,
149 senatory of Music. A.
,vormell,
r24 Chadbourne,.
r69
West Sumner
a loss ?I +,468 tram r884,_aga111st a gam ot
t the Oxford Democrat, we publish fio-•
4,000 from 18t2. A similar result 111 the I cep
.
.
"
145 Poole,
15 1
:\farble,
Summer boarders and vistiors are less towns to hear from will give an aggregate' ures shmnng the number of copies each
Bowker.
145 Pearson,
152 numerous as cooler weather approaches:,
ote of _127,ooo <lidded:
of the Car.ton TELEPHONE, Norway AdClark for Gov. (Pro.) 9; Eustis for Con- .... Mrs. Geo. M. Small \\·ho has been I Republican
68,500 vcrtiser and Oxford Democrat, taken at
1 Oxford
gress, (Pro.) 21; Chapman for Sheriff. l1ere with
· her husband for' several weeks, II Democratic
55,, 208 I t l1e severa l pas t o ffi ces• •111 Ea's te·n
Prohibition
•
•
3 300
(Pro.) 7has returned to Limington, accompanied
. Rcpub_lic~n plurality 13,500, and repub-1 \Vhile these figures may not be absolutely
-The Prohibition meeting last Friday by :Ylr. S. who went home to vote on Mon- l1c_a,nmaJonty_ of 10,000 over all.
.
correct now or at some future date, the
1 he 111<l,cations. are th at th e republicans
.daj evenin!! was attended bJ• about 5o per· day .... Mr. Luther Maixm has started his
comparison was made but a few months
~
have elected ~8 Senators, and the demo•
d't1 d ·ti 1 the
sons. E. N. Carver was chosen chairman,
Devons to the State Fai·r at Lewiston.
crats 3 _ The democrats have probably ago, and each paper _1s ere_ e wi
and Rev. O. Roys opened with reading of They were awarded premi urns at Bangor. elected two Senators in ,Valdo and one in actual nm:1ber ~f cop'.es delivered to reguscripture and prayer.
A Prohibition Club ····Rev.
Mr. Houghton, of Deerino-,
is to Knox.
.
.
lar subscribers 111 a given week:0
•
.
.
The House ,nil probably consist of nearPostoffice,
TEL. ADv. DEM.
was formed, and the following officers be at the Um~·ersa~ist church one more Jy 100 republicans and 50 to 60 democrats.
II
IO
Canton,
137
elected :-President,
E. N. Carver; Sec., Sabbath, closrng his term Sept. 19th.....
The Oxford county ticket is republican,
0
0
Canton
Pt.,
29
Rev. O. Roys; Vice Presidents, ,v. E. Ad- We previously mentioned the prospect of ~\cept_possibly county attorney and sher12
8
Dixfield,
42
k'
J D H do- . T
H H B b·, k. E. \V. Chandler starting a steam mill ....
1ft, which are clanned b.)l t~e democrats.
13
ms, • : 0 ~~, reas.,
• • ur Gn ,
.
.
. .
,· The Korway and Pans distnct each elect Dixfield Ctr.,
These officers, with W. H. S. Ventres and He has puichased the engme, \\h1ch ,1 ill a republican representative.
Dick vale,
8
4
0
E. Dixfield,
Ir
Sewell Staples, comprise an Executive be here about the 20th. His engine house
GOVERNORVOTE OF OXFORD C0UXTY.
E. Peru,
20
Committee.
A few minutes wereoecnpied
will then be ready for it. The present
1882
1886
E. Rumford,
13
4
3
by local speakers, and then the meeting machinery run by water, consisting
of
E. Sumner,
24
9
7
adjourned to the rink, by invitation of the of shingle machine, planer, circular saws,
Gilbertville,
16
2
o
br, Hartford,
25
3
managers of the democratic meeting,where
turning lathe, etc., "·ith board and grist
ui
~
8
Col. Wm. T. Eustis spoke for one hour to mill added, will all be run by steam ••••
r.,
-~u· ~~e;~~o,
2~
I
o
::: ~:::
an audience of about 300, after which Hon. The vote in this town was-Bodwell,
r 15;
·.;; ,. West Peru,
24
6
7
-0
0
-0
D. II. Thing of Mt. Vernon, spoke on tar- Edwards, 7J; Clark, 8; Some of the couni1: C/l --Totals,
390
52
58
w
i:o
iff and free trade.
ty officers ran ahead of the governor vote, Albany,
0
68
70
93
~
Parties doing business at Court who
117 62
===~-=========-==
others fell off. l\Ir. Gilbert's
vote was 7 Andover,
~ ~Si 212 II wish to have legal notices of any kind pub2 79 222
Bethel,
OUR
NEIGHBORS.
lf-ss than Go,·ernor; two years ago, 27.
Buckfield,
124 163 18 124 217 21 lished in the TELEPHONE should remem-R.
Brownfield,
3 103 176 o ber our rates are only about two-thirds as
91 155
1
Canton,
14+ 15+
~~~
~ much as the Democrat
charges.
Also, if
BYRO:N POSTOFFICE
ROBBED.
1
1
Carthage.
Dixfield,
8+ 121
4 2 6 224 0 there is any quibbling over your request
Fryeburg,
219
203
4
F. O. Drake and wife, R. Chamberlain
2r
16 o to send notice to the TELEPHONE, you
Franklin Pl.,
17 o
23
The following dispatch explains itself:and ·wife and D. I. Drake of Auburn are
Gilead,
I
46
35 o may take blank notice and write "CANTON
39
47
visiting at South Carthage .... The folGreenwood,
CANT0N, Sept. 14, 1886.
74 102
~ 1
§~ ~ TELEPHONE" in the space left blank for
Hartford,
lowing is the vote for Gov. etc., in this To U. S. District Attorney, Portland:12+ 63
o
34
21
0 name of paper, then let the officer fill out
Hanover,
23
32
town :-Bodwell,
48; Dingley
47; EdPost office at Byron, Me., has been rob- Ilebron,
o
94
57
6 the remainder of the blank.
Or you may
IOI
34
wards 52: Garcelon 52,; Clark (Pro~ r; bed. Have the man, Allison B. Bartlett.
Hiram,
173 127 18 181 166 o order notice filled out, leaving blank space
Eustis, (Pro) 2.-D.
18
6
l\1ason,
He has confessed.
\Ve have the money
~ ~~
;
~ for name of paper, and sent to your ad·
17
3
3+
stolen. Issue warrant send officer at once. Milton Pl.,
East
Ru.mf"ord.
58
36 11 dress, then you may insert the name of
Mexico,
63
'.l3 4
Witnesses,
if
needed.
\V.
H.
Tainter,
H.
This fine September weather gives the
any paper you choose and have it publishKorway,
3 17 28+ 4 347 301
Oxford,
142 178 ~ 1
finishing touch to the corn crop .... C. A. Randall.
ed where you choose.
We have legal adPeru,
0
91
FRED
A.
KxAPP,
P.
M.
at
Byron.
78
Parlin began the Fall term in Dist. No. 4,
17 so6
6
vice to substantiate this statement.
If you
Paris,
27
3
49° 234Sept, 13th .... \V. Clark has had a serious
o
124
135
haYe
a
choice
do
not
be
bluffed out of it.
The U. S. Marshall passed Canton \Ved- Porter,
I ;7
127
Rumford,
time ,vith a carbuncle on his right hand, nesday, enroute for Byron.
2 167 103
136 91
Roxbury,
29
l'.l ~
23
17 0
for a few weeks past .... Ed Abbott from
The steam mill owned by L. M. & \V.
Sumner,
8 163 114
II5
72
Mass. is in town on a short visit. ... WilSILVER CREEK, N. Y., Sept. 14.
Stoneham,
0 E. Mann at Milton Plantation. was totally
30
o
64
45
57
destroyed by fire about midnight, Friday.
lie Merrill has returned home from SaI 167 52
16+ 48
Thirteen
persons were killed and as ,voodstock,
ll6 149
3 13+ 186
I Loss $8,000; insurance, $4,000.
!em, Me ..••• Freeland
Knight_ and wife many more hurt by a collision of the \Vaterford,
are camping outon the State Fair grounds Niagara Falls excursion train and a local
The Oxford county R,·presentatives are:
this week .... W. Clark has secured his
That white soap, "Ben's Self-Washer,."
M. Kidder:
cranberry crop- 40 bus~els .... Light crop freight train on the Nickel Plate railroad i~:iJe~~,,_:t~d~"I;~i~:~gt;.
at H. H. Burbank·s, meets the approval of
S. Hapgood.
the ladies, Try it!
of potatoes reported by those who have near here at r r a. m. to-day._ The trains \Vaterford class-Andrew
came together in a cut on a cun·e. \Voodstock class-James
L. Bowker.
dug.-CHIPS.
Engineers Lewis Brewer of the excursion Newrv-S.
R. \Vidber. L. Eastfuan.
EI egan t P er f ume~ JUS
• t receive
• d a t R eyFryeburg class-Tobias
LIVERMORE
FALLS.
train and William Harris of the freight, Hebron clas,-Zibeon
L. Packard.
nolds' Drug Store.
•1

-Mr.

Joseph Marston is in town.

-A fine day for election, Monday.
-Miss Zella Peabody of Boston, is visiting in town.
-G.
W. Moore
riages nowadays.

is selling

-Dr. C. R. Davis' mother
with him for a while.

lots of caris stopping

-The
State Fair goers have left our
streets looking lonesome.
-Canton
corn factory is putting up
about 22,000 cans per day.
-George
R. Davis has returned
school at Lancaster, Mass.

to his

-Club the papers you now take with
the TELEPHONE and save money.
-Mr. J. F. Lamb of Livermore
was in town Wednesday morning.

Falls,

-J. B. Look has been quite sick for the
past week. He is now on the gain.
-Another
child of Mr. and Mrs. I. P.
Staples, at Gilbertville, died last week.
-Miss Viola Hersey, of Montreal,
is
visiting friends and relatives in Canton.
-Mrs. T. C. Lucas is recovering from
a few weeks sickness with billious fever.
-Mrs. M. Hall, of East Peru, has a class
of eight ladies in painting, at this place.
-Reported
·wednesday morning that
F. E. Gibbs, Esq., was yet alive, but very
low.
-Saturday
evening Hon. John P. Swasey addressed a republican meeting at the
rink.
-Up to ,vednesday
00011, 169 tickets
for State Fair had been sold at Canton
station.
-Miss Hattie Mayers of Bath, returned
home Wednesday, after a two weeks visit
in town.
-Mr.
and Mrs. Lewis Hathawav, of
Willimantic, Me., s'topped in town 'l'uesday night.
~

-See adv. of the Maine
Mr. J. S. Hodgdon, formerly
is the publisher.

Bee-Journal.
of Sumner,

-J. W. Thompson, C. S. Page, M. C.
Delano and \Vm. Bailey, have animals
from Canton entered for the races at the
State Fair, this week.
-Rev. Mr. Latham, of Mass., occupied
the Baptist pulpit last Sabbath.
Mr· and
Mrs. Latham have been visiting for a
short time atJ. C. Dearborn's.
-Mr. E. A. Daniels returned to New
York last week, to resume his duties
teaching.
Mrs. Daniels and child will
remain in town a few weeks longer.

I

I

-J

I

~

~I

===============

i i;

1~

i~ ~n

-Mrs. B. K. Barrows and Frankie have
gone to-Auburn.
Mr. Barrows will finish
Rev. D. B. Randall spoke at Rockomehis barber trade with S. W. Ellis in a few ka Hall, last Friday euening, on the politweeks, when he ·will go to Auburn and ical issues of the day .•.••. A gam<! of ball
open a shop for himself.
was played at this place Saturday between
the Livermore Falls and No. Waynes,
-B. A. Atkinson & Co: have resumed
which resulted in a victory for the former
the Practice of Prepaying freight, for they
by a score of 28 to 27 .... A grand ProhibiPerceive the People appreciate Push, Pluck
tion meeting was held at G. A. R. Hall
and Perseverance, Particularly when it beSaturday evening.
The meeting was adcomes a matter of Policy.
dressed by Revs. J. L. Hill, W. II. Foster
-T. S. Doten has been marketing some and II. C. l\Iunson.
Considerable enthuhandsome plums, of variou~ ki
, at Can- siasm was manifested .... Mr. Chas. Campton. He leaves with us a i=Urioslty in the bell had his leg broken one day last week
shape of twin plums-two
plums att::Jj1ed by a log rolling on to it while at work at
at the side, and growing from one stem.
the Umbagog mill. ... Mr. ,valter '.lforse
-At a town meeting held on Monday
forenoon it was voted to builcj ~the ne,t
road in the \Vm.Berryn~~hborhood,
and
instructions were given ffie selectmen to
raise the necessary funds by loan or otherwise.
-\1/m. Woodsum, administrator
of the
estate of the late Daniel G. Turner, of
West Peru, will sell at public auction, on
Thursday, Sept. 23, at r o'clock P. M., all
the goods and chattels belonging to said
estate.
The stand in \Vest Peru village is
also offered at private sale.
-The Sabbath Schoolat Canton Point
will close Sept. 26th with a concert commencing at three o'clock P. M. All those.·
who take a part in the exercises, are requested to meet at the schoor house the
Saturday afternoon previous, at 4 o'clock,
for a rehearsal.
Per order M.

I

I

left for Middletown, Conn., last Tuesday,
to enter college .... The following is the
vote of East Livermore
for Governor at
the late election:
Bodwell, 152; Edwards,
"88; Clark, 37 .... ~,ite a number are attending State Fair at Lewiston this week.
·-E. H. A.

Mexico.
The grove meeting
held Sunday, the
sth, in Milo Mitchell's grove, was well attended .... The first night of Sept. we had
quite a severe frost. Not much damage
done to crops .... Rachel G. Reed began
the school in Dist. No. 6, last Monday.
Miss Martha Virgin of Mexico is teaching
in the Porter Dist., and Sadie Reed in the
Reed Dist., Roxbury .... Two bears staid
in Capt. Glover's orchard one night this
week. Several places were found where
they had lain down. One of them went

and their firemen, saved themselves
by
Oxford
gives Chadbourne
2+2, and
jumping. The excursion train consisted of Wormell 61 for Sheriff of Oxford county,
a baggage car, smoker and e!e,·en coaches. while Bethel giYes \Vormell 377 and ChadNo passengers were hurt, but those in the bourne 107 votes.
smoking car, which was completely teleJ. S. \\'right, esq., is elected representative from the Paris district by a vote of 502
scoped by the baggage car.
for Wright to 236 for Bridgham.
\Vright
was 13 votes ahead of the governor vote.
In the second district Dingle,\' (rep.) is
The farm buildings, with their contents
belonging to Alice A. Bolton of Norway, re-electe-d by about 7,000 ma1ority over
Garcelon (dem.) and 3,000 majority over
burned Tuesday morning at four o'clock. both Garcelon and Eustis, the labo1· party
Loss one thonsand, insurance seven hun- and prohibition party candidate.
Dingley
runs ahead of the repubiican ticket several
dred, cause unknown.
hundred votes,-100
in Sagadahoc alone.
GarcBlon was abandoned largely in many
Born.
parts of the district by democrats who votEast Rumford-Aug.
24, to the wife of ed for Eustis, thus causing him to run far
behind hi$ ticket. In Lewiston Garcelon
R. A. Clement, a daughter.
run behind; in Minot, Poland and many
.iUarried.
other towns a large number of democrats
Fryeburg-Aug_.
29, by Re,· . K. Ma- cut him and voted for Eustis.
In Rockson, Dr. H.J. Bmford and Miss Bertha land almost half the democrats voted for
H. Abbott, daughter of the late Dr. V. :hL Eustis, the vote standing-, Dingley, 918,
Abbott, both of Mexico.
Garcelon, 371, Eustis, 302. Minot, which
\Veld-Aug.
21, Mr. \Vallace P. Ladd gives Bodwell 180 and Edwards 183 stands
183 for Dingley, 94 for Garcelon and 98
of Weld, and Miss Dora J. Judkins of for Eustis.
Perhaps this is the result of
Carthage.
Lawyer McGillicuddy's
appearance
there
Died.
with Mr. Eusti~. Auburn gives Dingley
Livermore Falls-Sept.
8. of consump- 912, Garcelon 314, and Eustis 550. In othtion, Mrs. Cordelia W,, wife of Mr. Rob- er words over 3oodemocrats voted for Eusert Tilson, and daughter of the late Dr. tis
W. B. Small, aged 44 years, 9 months.
Richmond does not give a single vote to
Garcelon, notwithstanding
274 votes were
given Edwards.
Every democrat voted
for
Eustis
who
received
293
votes, to 337
FLOWERS
Pillows, etc. Flowers prcscrv~d. I h;tve mad
for Dingley.
arrangements
with the well-known Portland
Returns
from
Somerset
county
give 650
O
O
r~~;ilot;i~~
~~.;v~ ~~{~f1!v~
N:~~~~fg~~: plurality for Bodwell and elect 7 of 8 RepOrder of
ry7
resentatives, a gain of 2 from 1884. The
republican candidate for Senator and evC. 0. HOLT, CANTON.
ery county officer is also elected.

.J-

tJ:e!~~~~~t~I'

A new lot of Artists'
nolds' Drug Store.

Materijl

at Rey-

=====~==========·

I wislte(\1\e(l\h.
would end my agony, my suffering from neural·
gia was so great. I had terrible spells eyerytwo or
three weeks before taking ATHLOPH0ROS.which
was a year ago last April. and have only had two
since. Words can never express my relief. "-Sa
writes Mrs. C. N. PAIGE, Bolton ville, Vt.
Many Janies suffer from headaches which are
of neura4,>ic origin. In such cases Athlophoros
1a invaluable, as !twill quickly remove the cause.

Thousands are enduring untold agony from
neuralgia who might find instant relief by using

~~: ~~;tt~
It ls absolutely safe and it never fails to drive
neuralgia away. Neuralgia and rheumatism are
twin diseases. Athlophoros cures both. Bun.
dreds of people have tried It and now warmly
recommend it. Send for names of parties in your
own State who have been cured by it if you hav<1
any doubt as to its merit.
Ask your druggist for Athlophoros.
If.you
cannot get itor him we will send it express paid on
receipt of regular price-t; t ,00 per bottle. We
prefer that yon buy it from your druggist, bnt i!
he hasn't it do not he persuaded to try somethillg
else. but order at once from us as directed.

ATHLOPHORQS

!~!~t~8:!

01

ATHLOPHOROS
CO.,112WALL
ST.,NEW
YORK.

The:Maine
Bee•J
ournal,
Is the only publication in Maine devoted
entirely to Bee-Culture.
It is a monthly,
full of interesting and instructive reading.
The subscription price is only 50 cents a
year iii advance.
Sample copies free. Address JOURNAL, Thomaston, Me. 3m36
is on file in Philn.dclphla
at the Newspaper AdverPAPER
THIS
--tising Agency of lllessre.
N, W. AYER & SON, our authorized agents.

A "HORSE HOTEL."
Care
of
Draw

the
City·

Animals
That
Street
Cars.

• IIotel Run ,or
,. t he Accommdat·ion
ABig
of 2500 Horse Guests.
There are many places in New York
in which horses are boarded.
But there
is only one so big that it has been. caliccl
"The Horse !.iotcl." This is the residence

FOR THE FAR:U AND HUME,

Wa:ch Mal,ing IJy lUacl!Incry.
The process of watc-h making by hand
differs greatly from that of watch making
by machinery.
Only machine-made
watches arc made in America, so we shall
•
h
confine our brief descnpt1on
d b
. to t d em.
.
But the process shout f e w1tnesse
d
dm
order tha~ it may be ully un erstoo •
The foundation of the watch is what is
h •
technically called the plate-or
rat er it
is two plates, a!; upper and under, which
encloso the runnin!l'. gear.
In these
-~
. plates, which arc of hardened and gilded
brass or sometime, of nickel are drilled
the !;oles for the jewels on' which tho
axles of the wheels revolve and for the
tiny screws which hold 'the jewels in

Choice

0

~

I

a Breed of Geese.

There are only a few breeds of geese
raised in this country, and in fact only
two which are of practical value to the
poultrymen-these
are the Toulouse and
Bremen or Embden geese.
I consider
th c Toulc.llse th e beSt of th e two, because they are heavier and produce more
h
.
d tt t'
eggs w en s~ec,ia1 ~are nn a e_nion are
given to their ,eedmg and housrng. As
t th
t of nesc som of the
O
e mana~cm~n
gv
v
.
follow mg lnnts should be observed, if
• they are being raised _for the n:arket.
O ie g ,nder to four or five geese 1s generally considered the limit. lt. is atlvtSbl t J t
I
t o 1 the co-o-s
and
00
a e O e II ien se 1
· th
I'
The feed in general
raise
e gos rng 3 •
.
is about the same as for chicks, except
ti t
t
1
he t and veo-ctables
1a
oa mea ' ~v a ore freely O 'I: here
8b ld b ; d 11ttl
ou
e .e a
em
•
.
should be a regular t:me set for feedmg,
and be careful not to g1vc them too much;
. .
.
• rr
1 1aym_,
for thlS is detnmeotal to tie
on
th
of fat. It is a good plan to have
e
hen-house_ _darkened for s_cveral weeks
d
h
t
Lefore lnllmg, an not give t cm oo
much exerci,e.-.N. E. Fanner.

I

0

I

of a great number of the car horses that
we see every day on the streets.
Theroare more b.:ds and dining tables :Uld
more meals provided than in the Wind11or
and Brnnswick combined.
Upon enterlace. Any letterin!l'. which is to be put
ing, one is struck by the vast number of P
~
upon the plates is there engraved upon
horses that st.and about the doors, just them. The J·ewels used are, in Amcrilike men stand about other hotels, only
the horses seem better bred. They do can watches, of ruby, sapphire or ~i?nrnet;
not ogle and make odious remarks on thev are finished with great care, and
v:>,ry, according to the size of the watch
passers by. At this hotel arc waiting
movemen t , f rom 1-300 t o 1- 1200 of an
and reception rooms, bedrooms, kitchen,
·ncl1 1·n d1'ameter. The finest movement
to say nothing of the army of chamber- l
in
American
watches
has
maids, chief cooks and waiters, and made
nineteen J·ewels, the cheapest has seven.
what other hotels do not have, namely,
The jewels are now-6Ilserted in the pivot
a hospital and shoemaket".
holes and fastened there with screws so
Upon entering the visitor is struck
Salt :,-r
•tock,
with the prevailing neatness and cleanli- fine that it takes 150,000 of them to
•u
~
ness. It is also Been that the most per- weigh a pound. Then the axles of th c
Salt 1s not only the savor of the earth,
fect order prevail 11. No sound of rioting wheels are inserted in th e pivot-holes,
!ays a Baltimore paper, but of the flesh
:is ever heard, becgusc thi11 hotel has no th e whceis are geared to each o th er, a nd and every known orgnnism.
It is a conbar-room. Its gue;ts are compelled t~ be the watch movement is set up. All the stant const1·tuent of the blood, keepin!!prollibitionists, bo<'ause they never get wheels are stamped out in blanks and it limpid and healthful, and is more unih
th
b
h'
•
tT
out alone and no kind friends send them t e t~e cut Y mac 1_nery m, quan 1 ies versally distributed over the globe and
'l_he escape- throu!!hout all ori?anized nature than permysterious packages by express.
This of th ir_ty or fifty at a time.
1
d b
h
th
~
hotel employs a vast number of servants men~ Is a 5 ~ ma e .. Y mac r~ery, . e J haps any other compound. It is also one
g of its pecu1_iar teeth, rnvolvmg of the most staple comp~unds.
The
and all who have Reen its guests travel- c_uttm_
v
ling down Broadway attest to the fine six different operatro~s..
Tne bal_ance waters of the deep are charged with it,
condition of its inmates.
No dust is wheel goes_ through smnlnr operations. and traces of it may be found in the very
h
By infer~nce, then, we
evu on their corits and their shoes are Th c A menca_n wa t c h movem~n t• as n_o air we breathe.
alwRys nicely polished. But the queer fusee or cham; the power 1t needs 1s I may conclude that salt is an essential
t d 1• th
•
•
db
I
d
thing about this hotel is that its cham- s tore t .n c ~amsprt:ng aln tharre an
of all th ings, especially of all
l e ou m regu,ar mo_!On )Y e escape- constituent
things organized.
The instincts of all
bermaids are men.
balance.
The animals concur in this-wild
animals
In this hotel every sixteen horses have ment and compcnsatmg
a "maid."
This is much better than ~umber ~f parts in an American watch going long distances to prove it. In
from 1o6 to 162 The great advantaae
other hotels for tllen the servants do not 1s
.
.
•
.
' '"' J countries where it is not accessible, men
get overworked.
These servants have m m~c h rne J~ad e w~t c h es is th a t every / are willing to pay almost any price for
1s cxact.y duplrcated thousands . of 1.1. N or 1s
. t h e re 1s
• h f or 1·t an acqu,rc
: d
nothing else to dv but to fee d , water part
.
1
ancl ckan, and in the morning comb out times, so tllat any brol~en or defective 1 one but an instinctive craving to satisfy
th0
the gue:.t; front and back hair.
The parts can b~ replaced Wi ut d.ffi.culty. I t1ie' demancts of the animal system.
d
The perfection of all smaller parts, so A . . d
. d
f
It
h d t
mrii s a!so have to sweep out the rooms, readily sccur_cd b_y machin(lry, and so thnr11·mvea.lsnor
:r,er•,1rveas
osleeskacoaait·es
asarthosoe
of which there arc 2,500 for the 2,200
.. "
h orse guc•sts. The storeroom is another hard to at tam with hand work, has made hav1·no-a full supply. If placed ml1<Jre
,.
access to 1·t no an1·wonckrful place.
Because the guests , it po_ssihl_cfor _American watc_hmakers to tl1ey h"'ave con•t•,1nt
o
1.f fed
always arc compelled to eat the same furnish time p1eceJ_of except10nal accu- mal wi'Jl cat too miich of 1.t, '·ut
u
food, this room is very large, and a big racy at a comparallvely small coSt • -Inirregularly and at Jong intervals there is
stock is kept
on hand.
When te?"Ocean.
great danger of their taking more than

I

I

I
I

are 20,000 bales of hay, 25,ThC'IUare of I'resiirve d F rm•·t
enough for the good of the system.
of onts, 10,000 bushels of
In order to keep preserved fruit in Great c:1re should be taken in the man•
•other feed.
The manager has all his condition it is necessary that the jars be ner of feeding it that an overclose be not
_guests fed chopped feed, so the kitchen airtight, and that they be kept in a cool, administered.
In order to avoiil this,
jg al so very large nnd in it men work all dark place.
Atmospheric air is "ex- , the best way is to allow the stock free
-day preparing the meals by running every- tremcly insinua:ing,"
a~d it :viii pcnc- access to it at nil time3, and the best
"thing through great machines. 1Vhen trate even by m1croscoprc opemngs, and I form in which to accomplish the oujcet
this is clone tlie W:l-itcrs come and carry thus injure the product of labor per- 1 is in the shape of rock salt, that the
it away, and at 4.30 anrl 11 in the morn- formed in the torrid summer days in a animals may lick it at will, not overlooking and 5 in the alternoon the inmates kitchin ,nth a temperature considerably ' ing th.i necessity of placing the same
h.avc their meal~. The waiters are very over 100 degre,s.
The t, p of the very under shelter and out of the way of the
civil and good,for the guests get all they jar '7ith a screw or rubber fastening I rain. As stock of all kinds nre now upon
want to eat. These waiter.a I ever hiut should be sealed with bott'.c wax. Jelly I grass it is the more necessary that the
for ttps.
glasses shouicl be secured with bladders,
attention of farmers should be called to
It 1s also found that hor.,es, just l ke or with paper dipped in white of egg the subject, :rnd not by salting urcg,!larhuman beings, have a great many sick- and pressed about the glass without a ly allow the stock to so gorge themselves
nesscs and ni:ments. :Most of the horses wrinkler nfany pcrsoes take the prccuu- as frequently to tiring on severe cases of
get corns, just like men and women, and tion to wrap every g'.a,s jar or tumbler purging, and thus endanger the health of
when they get hnrt they suJicr just the in paper, and then pack each of them , the animals.
same. So the tender heartccl manager of in sawdust or sand, so that they will not\
thrn hotel h:1s :i hospital and kcaps a full be aficctcd by light nor by atmospheric ,
The Care or I>arm Wa::on•.
chan!!CS. Th~ closet in which preserves 11 During every dry season the woodcorp~ of doctors always in attendance.
He has a'.so fii ted up in one corner a drug are kept should not be damp 11or,houlcl I work of most of the wagons s~ria~s
store where medicine can be procured it be in close proximity to the kitchen. enough to loosen the bolts, wluch, if
very quickly.
B.-cause the guests suf- In winter the temperature must be a not tightened, will permit the frame of
fered ~o much from sore fcc,t 11nd corn! degree or two above freezin~ point. It the wagon to start in the joints, and thus
thrs kind mannger snt up mnny nights is alwny~ well t• keep preserves in a rapidly wear off the tenons and enlarge
nnti1 ho invented a kind of bath irnd tub closet by themselves, se that it need the mortices.
Should the wagon hold
witb wh1ch to cure his good friends. OR be opened when necessary to st-ore ench together until wet weather comes, the
the second floor of this hotel ca!l be seen new addition of jars. Thuij the atmos- open joints thus made will be filled with
a most elaborate set of bath rooms. The pheric changes a.re reduce] to a minim nm water and tightened; but water having
horse ca11be given a hot, cold, shower, arid the fruit ,vill remain in good conJi- once got into the interior of the wood,
ha:, ·oeed, foot, or in fact any kind of tion.-New York Comm~rcittl.
\ uncovered by p:1int, it softens it and
bath thnt is known.
.
,
.
dec:ty will begin, and when once begun,
On the floor :ibove the hospital ancl
Tllf' l)i,c,·l'Jl:lncy Ex;ilnrnr-il.
I it will be but a short time before the
away olI from it is the shoc1nakcr's, and
. ''Bromley, l'm right _in ':_illi you. It frame of the wagon is beyond repair.
because these horses rire so much on the will take money, bnt it wi,l pay ba n cl- But if a few moments had been spent in
street, iron shoes arc made for them, and sm~cly. I h:we $l?, OOO at inl.ere st , tightening the bolts at the right time,
in so doing a great deal of noise is made whi_ch I can call rn upon ten days' tbis would have been prevented.
by the thirty.five smiths thnt are em- notice. If yon can comma nd th c same I The wl:eels of a wa<•on usua.ly receive
more attention than tl1e frame, but even
ployed. When the writer entered they amount--''
"But how is th is, D:irringer? Yc st cr- these arc often nc()'lcctcd, because when
-Werehaving a jolly time playing an imvil
th
chorus, which was louder th11n any of d~y you ma1..c an awful poor mou • You affected by dry w~ather they cannot be
11:Ir. Gilmo:·c's nt Coney Isl:ind. The sa1tl you had no bonus;, no stocks, no i·epaircd by the farmer himself, for when
st
crowd that was getting shoes nt this money at rnterr , no-I a tire
is once loosened it required a
''Diel I say it to yo1;, Bromley?''
.
I blacksmith
to t1'<>J1tc11
it. As this is'
time did not seem to like it at all, but
I
o
"No; hut to a stranger w io sat Ju~t somewhat
costly
the former often
they could" not l:elp themselves.
over
there.
I
was
by.
you
know."
ncglocts
it,
hopin
~
each
week that tile
While the visitor is in this hotel he
0
"Oh, I remember. ·wel', do you know weather will chano-e and the roads beeannot but think how cool n1:d go::>.!the
1
h t
?'•
1
o
1 come wet
enough to tighten up the
nir is there. Tnis i, done l>y hnvin;; a w 10 t e s ranger was,
"No."
I wheels, and
th~~ save the expense of
• gre~t nnmhcr of pipes running along the
"Ifo was th e assessor."
.
. 1 resetting the tires. We have often seen
;ct•il:ngs, in which arc numerous opeo"Oh, I u nd erSt a nd ." - Pliilaclclphw men try to economiw by wetting their
ingo. A little en!!"incin tlll! CLllar sends Call.
a great. drnft through these pipes, and
wagon wheels when used, thinking thus
in this way rill the foul air is carried out
A Great Resembl.111c~.
I, to tighten them,
and save the expense
above the building.
The addresses of n certain yonng man of resetting the tires. Tbis is all wrong,
Altogether these guests a~e very well having been declined by a ycrn..g lady, and far from economy. When a tire
1
tak!'n care of, nncl if they behave them- he paid comt to her sister.
gets loose it shou'.d be at once tightened,
selves the m»nager said he would keep
"How much yon resemble yonr sist:er," even tho11gh it should be known that it
them for the wor,;: they clid until they said he the evening of liis first cali. I ra:n tbe next d11y. Ju fact, a wheel
became very olcl.-Ne,o Y.11/.; Wo1·ld.
"You have the s:1me liair, nn,l the same i with n loose tire should nlways b,~ kept
forehead, ,rnJ the same <.'y..J:;--"
from w:1ter, for th~ joint9 iicin 6 opened
It is sa:d that within a rnditB of 100
"Ancl tlw same noc:; '." she added . the water penetrates where it softens the
PM!c~ around Aslibeville,
N. C., every quickly.
'wood, and causes it not only to wear
known mineral can be foun-cl.
He has stopped call111:::at th!lt house. rirp:dly, but to decny.
tull

there

,ooobushels

I

I
I

To keep w " tnr
~ out of •,he J0l nts of a
0

0

0

I

cumous.

CLIPPING::; FOR TlllE

wagon, it is important that the woodA Canadian claims to have found &
work shou:d be b:,pt painted.
This as I piece of barbed wire in a. hen's eg1
Jong ns the joints aro kept tight by the recently.
f
iron-wor_k, will prevent any water romt
After the Norma,11 conquest of Eng•
penetratmg the wood;_ but the mom_
lnnd the ki'n:::
f lsent , 1
:,; and the uiipcr classes of
1
for any reason, the iron-work
al _o """o~lnnd
spoke Fi·eiichfor some time.
"' O.,
keep the joints tight, the paint cracks m
•
•
d
the joints and thus lets the water in.
A s1,rnflower wcighmg fi:e an . one,
'
. . .
half pounds and mcasurmo- thirteen
For this reason 1t 1s important to be ever
C: Fl . d
on the watch during dry wrnther for inches across has been grown rn ◄ on a
loose bo:ts and loose tires on the Wllr(0ns
Eighteen
bumblebees,
twenty-two
that arc in daily use.-Massaahusett,
wasps or thirty-eight
ordmary honey
Farmor.
bees contain enough poison to kill a•
udult.
Farin and G,... den Note,.
Some of the Roman ()rators employed
Hardly anything is of more importance
a JJiJJer to assist them in keeping their
f
h
·1
ti
ti
O
to the cultivator
t O sot ian ie voices at a proJJCr })itch. Cicero ind
quality of th e see •
sinuatcs that one alw,1ys accoe.1panied
Make a harness fit properly and a horse Gracchus when he sp:Jke in public.

I

can wear it without distress, provided
that it is also kept decently clean and
comfortably soft.

s·ir lieni·y Thompson holds that artificial teeth are an evil to those of ad~
vanced years, becaus<J they enable such

Large crops of rutabagas are secured
by sowing in drills eighteen inches apart
and thinning out. One pound of seed to
h
t O acre.

J)ersons to masticate flesh. When the
teeth fall naturally, it is nature's design
that the individual
should subsist on
vegetable diet.

Overladen fruit trees mature thei.t
A wire apparatus has been placed in
fruit while it is yet small. Pick off one- the B ack Sea by American engineers to
h aIf b ef ore mu ch g row th 1·s made
and
' ,
catch and destroy hostile torpc d o b oa t s
the remaining half m~y grow to I\S many I by electric fuses.
The construction
is
bushels as all would if left.
kept a secret. The port of Sebastopol
Col. F. D. Curtis says very pithily: "l
was closed for twelve hours while the
h a d rat h er c h oose a h og th a t I h ave go t apparatus was being laid.
.
t h t O 1 ·111·t f
th
I
eo ca c
n
' or my own use, . an I An infant loses from three to six ounces
to eat one of those helpless, fot thmgs
in weight during the first four to six
th t
Id
t
t o t O f ou wa
d
a cou no gc u
Y r 'Y' an
days· by the seventh day it should have
if turned on its back would stay there
rcani-'ned its birth-wei.,ht · from that to

I

O

"

'

'

till it died.
This is ideal 'early mat1,uity' and it is dyspep ia by the barrel."

the fifth month it ou~ht to oain about
five ounces per wee!,, or :bout
six;

The best ground for a peach orchard
is a light sandy soil that has been planted
for several years with general crops. Do
not })!ant on ground rich enough to pro-

drachms a day•, after the fifth month about
four drachms a day, at the fifth month
it ought to have doubled its birth-weight;
and in sixteen months quadrurJ!ed it.

I
1

duce onio~s, pe~s, spmach or lettuce,
The manner of lighting and roofing ia.
for trees will be liable to make ~ late au- Assyrian palaces is not directly evident
th
nd
tumnal __
grow _ a
p_roduce unnpe wood from existin,.,o-remains, i;ione of the walls
J
th at WIii be wmtcr-lnlle d •
showin!l'. traces of any window-li!tc open-ino-s.
Some authorities assume that all
Household
Hints.
I
o
A teaspoonful of permanganate
of th e light of th e interior was arlmitted
potash will remedy nn impure cistern.
!' th rough th e doors.
oth er scholars are
of the opinion that light nnd air were
Ilu~ grained ~ood_ with a ~loth slightprocured throuzh horizontal openings in
1
t
d
th 1
d
I afte re
y ovmom_o1sene
~v1and rnsee
r of• the ccilini;r
the dut
dust by01 the use
- and roof, while others believe
rn
o
•
•
that openinO',
for light existed just be,
cold
tea
0
neath the ceiliu_g,
H d•
d'
h" 18
·
· kl d
an some rnner c ma
qmc • y eThe barbers among the Greeks and
1
fac_·eddwhen p~ates and hplattersh arc perRom"ns
f
" cut and dressed the hair, shaved
1
m_rtte.mvanubly
to J_ecome
too under
ot; tsuch
e surtrentace the beard , P ared the na·11sand
gaze
cmcks
. IJulled out

I

-

I

ment and afterwards becomes yellow and
staii..ed.
To preserve goods from mo:hs do not
use camphor in any form. Pieces of tar
paper laid in fur boxes a nd in closets are
a better protection.
Five cents will buy
enough to equip all the packing boxes
a nd closets of a large house for a year.
Wash ivory well in soap ancl w~ter,
with a small br_ush to cl~an the carvi~gs,
and place wlnlc wet m full sunsl:rne.
Wet for two or three driys s<'vcral times
a day with sonpy water, still keeping in
the sun wit,h a glass shade over i then
wash again and it will be bcautif:illy
white.
ne ..lpcs.
Almond Pudcling.-One
cupful of almonds blanched and pounded to a fine
paste, four slices of bread, one and
one-half cups of sugar, fonr eggs, one
and onc-h-,lf pints of milk, one-half teaspoonful extract of almonds; steep bread
in milk; beat yolks and sugar with almonds; stir all ingredients together and
bake one-half hour in a moderately-heatccl oven.
Tomato Omelet. -Peel
four ripe toma•
toes, a nd cut or chop th em into little dice.
Make a heaped tablespoonful of flour into
a smoo th paste wi th a little cold milk;
11dd a little salt a nd pepper, llix wellbeaten eggs, nnd th e tomatoes.
Beat
th c mixture th orou~hly, 11nd fry th e
omelet i:t th e USUal way. It may be
fol<lccl over if liked, but it mu st not be
turned.
It will require from six to
eight minute, to cook properly.
R,ce Muffins.-Two
cupfuls of boiled
rice, one prnt of fl ,ur, one teaspoonful
of salt, one and one-half tenspo ,nfuls of
baking Jlowder, one tablespo@nful of
su_gar, one-hnlf pint of milk, three eggs.
Dilute rice, free from lumps, with milk
and beaten eggs; silt together flour, sugar, salt ancl pc,wdcr; n<ld all together
and mix smooth; grease mnffiu rings,
pour in the batter and bake fifteen min, .
utes.
Stewed Ste,1k.-Put
one pound of tender, thick steak, having a little fat, in a
saucepan.
Pour over it two cups of boiling water and a finely minced onion,
seasoning with salt and pepper.
Spread
a tbi ·k layer of mushrooms on the top
of the steak; cover t'ic saucqiao tight
and set it where it will simmer, about
two inches above the !eve: of the lire
The saucc•p·m should not be uncovcrc•cl
un ii the steak is to be rcm•vcd to the
dish. Forty micutes is enough to cook
I it to a turn.

the stray hairs with thc1r tw:eczcrs.
Wealthy persons kept ~ barber m their
own houses amongst their slaves, but tbe
, people at large had recourse to the bnrber's shop.
The Roman rarely shaved
himself, at least after the y<earB. C. 454,
when the first barber was introduced
from Sicily. Previous to that period the
hair and beard were worn long.
Squatters nre rnid to make clearings in
i the heavily timbered lands of British Columbia by boring one large hole in the
trunk slanting upwards ancl another from
a point well up the trunk and slanting
downwards, both meeting in the heart
; of the tree. Then the upper hole will
! be filled with nny convcment combusj tible_and ignited.
The long ho~e acts ~s
! a ehimncy,and the fire burns fun~usly till
the tree is destroyed.
Any cons1dcrablo
·
h
t' l J t
body of timber_ appears mex aus I l e o
the avera~e frontiersman, but it is a pity
• that the Dominion Govanment does not
fiud some way to prevent waste of this
, sort of a material that will be sorely
needed when the vast treeless plains t"
the eastward are settled.
I

I

Blindness :Ouc te Decnyed Teeth.
Dr. Widmark, a Swedish surgeon,
having as a patient a young girl in wholll
he was unable to detect tl.te slightesll
pathological changes in the right eye,
but who was yet completely blind oti that
side, observing considerable defects in
the teeth, sent her to !!. Skogsborg, a
dental surgeon, who found that all the
upper and lower molars were completely
decayed, ancl that in many of them thEJ
roots were inflamed.
Ile extracted the
remains of the molars on the ri.,ht side
! anrl iu four <lays' time the sigl1t of th~
right eye began to return, and on the
C'leventh day after the cxlractioo of the
teeth it had become quite nor.nal.
The
dis ·ased fangs on the other siLle were
subsequently removed, lest they should
cause a return of tbrt ophthalmic af•
fection.
An F,1sci11n1ion.
Ile had been out for a day's fishing,
and as he proudly displayed the contents
of his basket to his wi.fo she exclaimed:
"Ob, John, aren't they beauties! but'
l'\·e been so anxious for the past hour,
dear!''
"Foolish little one I" said John, ca.
rcssin£?"1y. •'Why, what could happen
to mer
''Oh, I didn't worr!f about you, love;,,
but it grew so late I vras afrai.l that before you got back to town the fish ma~
kets-would all be closed. "-Boston llerald •.

I

PAWNSHOPS. I

Forremov;nci;
dnndrnff a.rd cnrin;
all ecil
A West African Kini::-.
A Healthy Ilo<ly and a Clcr:r Ik:icl.
'
'l':.r, t,t;m·,:•r of fruit trees in Califortljsea c-;, U!-::-O
llal1\; lia, r H,l'l11·•.,· ·r.
0
0
Wading up to our ank ;3 in mud
ro7·;~~?~tff,~~r:~y~
?h~ipl,a!~i°c,~:.'i~otbii~
nin. ir, giwn HS follows; App:c, 2, 70Q, A~ cr's Ag-ue Curu 1!; acknowJedged
to be,
the standarLl _1:~iclly_~r
fey~· antl a.,:ue.
thro:1gh
the
r,u1 ~,. dense vegetation,
and
'i'l.ese
orders
react
upon
th~ brnm most lint·~- 000; reach,
12.
000,
000;
pem·,
500,000;
Hovv
These
Institutions
']"he purest. swt.~f'tcst. and hc-~t Cotl L,i vt"r Oil
I1 passrng a prnmtivf.' forge, where fom :h~\~g-ltt;~;R\'.~ft~e~~e~g~':{"\;~e~s
thle~l'~
°;·gi;:,;:: plum and p1yuc,
600,000;
cherries,
11
manu[aC"turud frmn fn~su. healthy
Conducted
in France.
swa;·t ne,2.rues were making n(ti!s on a
JfappHy thes_ebrnin-oppressin" !"'" acl1esn:ay 1 400. 000; a pncots,
500,000;
orange, i!} the world,
uµou the sua:slJ01•c. lt is ul;solutcly pure
be ont,rcly d1~pel1edbytli.itpeer.~Aalterat,ve,
1 000 000 • lime and lemon 500 000. It livers,
I stone anvil with a stone hamm~r. their
untl swPet.
Patients
who have once taken it
prefer
it
to
all
others. Plirsicians have decided
;:~f,:~~f,t;;·;nfi~~i~g~'a.t~~tii~\
11f~~~d~~~i~t , ii estimat?d t!Jat ti:J.ere ar'c 70,000 acres
Run En1irely by the Governmentfor the forge 1.Jellows being two sheep;kius
1t superior
to n.ny of the other oils in market.
wo:
ked
alternately
by
a
man
with
two
~~
I
of
grapevrn_es_.
_____
_
Made !Jy Caswell, Haza.rd & Co., New York.
0
Relief of the Impecun!ow,
Chc_qJpe<l hands. la.<;<•.piulplt:s alHl roug-11 skin
sh?rt sticks, as if he were playing on a
morbid homers which poison tho s t
pair of kettledrums-Ru:·h
a bellows and
through the bovcelsa.nclurinary passage~~a':i~ The virtues of St. Jacobs Oil, as proclaimed cure<l Uy using rrar Soap. 1JJ.aUt, Uy Ca.::Hv~ll.
HazanJ & Co .. New York.
1
1
11
1n the centre of a busy commercial forge, in hot, as you may sec any day on ~xe1rs1¥s
~·~ri;;~~:t~~gve~
[;~rt1Tn~~ I
;;~;~~~C<~f: ~;~:e;:1;~11.f'\'.~~~dt'~~
One kind of medicine will not curo all kinds
quarter of Paris-in
the Rue des Dlnncs the Egyptian hieroglyphics-we
cuught
gv:.~~~?;/r;Z~1~;u~Pb~L~~;';;nd";l'cn·,ap!p~-n
~ttreo,.-, 1:rc.tt5Pccillc. 1t conaucr.; pain.
of disP.asc:s. Dr. ICiluier's 1-'repa.ra.tiun:; are
0
siJht of King Ja-Ja coming to meet us.
f.
!:,pecili<.:s-·a. renic,ly for each disease.
They a.re
1
1
Mantcaux-18 a lnrge five-story building
the
A brilliant-colored
umbrella waf. held
m:~~t!:!s
~~Ii~,?;,;'\:i1!1;:.';I~fe~~f:
~~~~1i!::r;1~I a?~~\~~~~l~t~(O~~,v.ion tt'si~ /~~v~ir r1.,;~ result of a. succt:ss.ful lJractico since lti'i9.
<.iuicfolu Ji,;,11Ui (Sent Pru) Binllhamlon, N. Y.
with its windows securely barrod and
ever his head by rm attendant, and, as tt!1a:t~~ t~"en1~~t;;•dP;i~:~tati~.~decay, auu ~~~.~i/fh~~-u~fii~';;'
.~~~ro1n,;\n";, ,.i:'1,~1f?!,,1~
_______
_______
Lyon's Patent i\letAlic Stiflcnccs prevents
wired, as if something precious 11·ere usual with African chiefs, he wns followed by qu:te a c:owd of evil-lookin;-:
Jllnts to Conenmi,ttves.
"It is HS ltarml ·ss ,·sit is, ff ctn·e." is whnt )i',';t~"c1~\~:-~~.~::~ ~~t~~y';,';,Jh~t~::1J.
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How 10 -:-;ccurc llcnlrh.
nent words "Liberty, Equality,
Fraterof undre,s, carrying a perfect museum of
a• can be had, ancl in a sh1\pe that will best D. C. Price._:l_ec_·n_s_.
____
riro·:rrr:sSARSAl'Aniu •. , A,o Srti.c"G"·
on DLooo
nity" cnrvcd on its walls, and QTer the obsolete arms, the statI of state, like a
agree with the stomach and taste of the pa.
llora e f'm,th, of ~alts nry, Conn.. now 92 .: D ,.,,": srnur wi:t r,storn perfect health 10 the
tient.
years of a,rt'~ W>iS a. teacuc!·in
t"at town 1n ,81~ ph,:.s:cal 0t·g:1niz.at1O.1. It is. ln.lecll, a strcug-thendoorway
of which, just under the beadle 1s mace, and <'ther pnraphernalia.
1
1ff~;FC1\Il;°u i ~m ~~--.:n'i°.~: !~}~.:r::lfe~~~~~::
J a-Ja is a. flue-looking
old savage, HS
Out.door exercise is earnestly recommended.
~~~·~~trl~:.'·~~:=.
)t
tt ;o0 ~~~~~:~~'rh:~c~r~i:ct:~;;t,
tricolor,may be rcadill. largo gold letterblack as polished ebonv, with ha:r like
It you are unable to take such exercise o:i !Jury, ancl he has Jin<! to 8 c se,·••nt;· grnud,•1T,•ctual!J
,·uring tkrorula. Syphilitic ,usordcrs,
ing "l\font de Picte."
Several republisilver, and was in full dress to receive
horseback or on toot, that should furnish nc , 11jurcn aud tour g, e ,t-~randchilclren.
Weakm•s,,,r the Kidneys, Erysipelas,iratarli., nil
1
1
can guards walk about 1,he two lnrge us-a
red flannel shirt, "'Orn as usual
excuse !or shutting yourself in-cloors, but yon
Be~t. ea":e~t to use, aud ChP•1pest.
Piso's
:1~~'~; ~1~.~~.,~~~·\~1~
t('~'\~;~~il~~;\~1i~\~:~sio~~~rt\~~:r
5 hould take exercise in a carria;c, or in some R~m, dy ;or Cat"rrh.
with the tnils loose, embroidered mo.t
Br drugci-ts. tCc.
the rn<>o<i,
Liver.Kidneys.stomach, etc. it ,·orrects
, courts within, and there are other signs
elaboraely with the imp:·rial French arms,
other way bring yourself in contact with thi
lucti::wstion.
especially wh u the compaiut Is or au
of officialism, nnd that the building in
and plentifully b.!spriokled with :t;8 and
epen air.
,)l~o;u:'.D;"~~/or
admtL;ing IN 'ti;,/:~f.:~-~ff;;'
to :~~~:";tt;eenl>~~~o;~~•~~fv~~~,~~:!~c~. 'o lessen the
qucstbn is national property.
It is, in- Es, the Napoleonic bees and other emMedicines which cause expectoration must =======================:::::::::=='=======
blems of a bygone dynasty in France.
be avoided. For five hundred years phydeed, the headquarters
of the national
This was the King's only garment, exsicians nave tried to cure Consumption ::,,
pawn-shop.
With us, when an unexcept the usual bnndana loincloth of two
u-ing them, and have failed. Where there is
pected crisis in one's fin:mcinl nfiairs uncut handkerchiefa.
great derangement crf tile secretions, .,.._11,
leads him to temporarily get rid of some
J a-J a reeei ved his great patron, the
;:;;;;:::;!c~;ra:::c~
0 ,;h;~: 0 ,;" Cua};::
of his personal propert1·, he euphooistind
consul, wit!l great finger-snapping
a
moves the engorgement a.nd the ~erangement
cally tells his friencls that he has been to other signs of friendship.and led the way
of the secretione, and consequc:itly (and in
to his hou~e. The outer wall of his com· 1 this way only} diminishes the amount of mathis "uncle's."
A Frenchman in similar
pound, which inc!oses some tbree acres
ter expee·orated. This medicine does not dry
straits visits his ''aunt," whose real name
of ground, is formed by the lm's of his
up a cough, but removes the ca.u50of it.
throughout France is the l\Iont de Picte.
slaves and people, the whole place reekWhen it is impossible from debility or othet
A Frcnohman will not slink nway sneaking with filth beyond ali Enropean im::~r:~~~;1~1s\~e;l~i~aW:n1p:go':'{fJ.ag:r~
agination.
In th e centre of th e com- ventilated as to ensure the constant accession
ing y to his "aunt," but, when necessity
pound stands a fetich india-rnbber tree,
of fresh air in abundance.
rc€J_uiresit, will visit her foarlesslv and
with a ju-ju hut under it, and nenr it "is as~~te~u~;•~~e~~ tf:ir~o~i:~ui,d t~f,;~~°.fi.:~
openly as he would the E,compte de bnilt the ho1,se inhabited by some of Jaand a little 80 rt-son,p. (This is preferable to
?a's favorite wives, the paLice itse}f be- a~y _other:> After thorou!ffehlydrying, use
Paris or the Credit Lyonnai~. The !font
rng at the end of the compound and over- fnct,on with the hand m01stenec with oil
1
de Piete is indeed a bank, without capilooking all. It is a g,iudily-painted
~g~•J'i:re~;; S~i~e
;?~:.stliJ~t,s t;;Sfti~l;~
tal a.nd without dividrnd.
wooden build:ng, raised on piles some which contributes mate,ially to the unloading
Coanec:ed with the principal Mont de eight feet high, and surrouuded
by a 1 ~~;~~teTo~t~;'i{\~~~;}~'~e~~~f \~;o~r~
veranda.
The h:mse, a new one, is the d sease 1 y cna bling the oq a·1s o! the ,ys em
Picte there are twenty auxiliary bureaus
pride of old Ja-,fa's heart, nnd was con- ~~- ~";tg[~rt~,~~~dts~n~~::mi:;,.: ~~t1;';~ti\~~;
throughout the town; and it is perhaps
structed by a negro workman frcm the while the recupcrat:ve powers of the system
about the only institution in Paris which
British settlement
at Accra. It is fur- C\lre !he disease.
is open all the year round, fetc days in- nished with a desperate attempt at Eu- iu~,l~ewi~~~~~s:[a~t~ie~~ 1[h'{:;: ~ ;; 00~~~
ble dtse11.se. A. cou~h
cluded.
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appointed by the Minister of the Interior,
semi-nude ma.e ac.d female servitors,and
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and the administration
is under the dithe e·,ident uneasiness of J a-J a himself i A cough is unlike any ?ther s~-y,tom of dis0
rection of the Prefect of the Seine. Eight
among his civilizc,d ~urround,ings. _In i:;e~of!e~t:;,ne~~c\'in~
~~~,h~~lih"'!~d~~\:r.;~~;
the corner of the prrnc1pal par,or which
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nd a is a ~o st r,:~~e~~birt~~,i~:· it~~v~~ ~~-;'1;
leads
straight
from
the
vera
fgc:n~ft!1ta'!ilf Thegreen appleIn someform will torment us as Diseasefindsits easl st victims among the debll·
articles pledged.
This charged is ungorgeous red and gold throne, with a understood-nevor fails lo chiim the attentiLn long as boys are boys. There is but one thing to itated, worn vut and weakly, and those of sen2itlve
questionably high, but the expcn,es it
0
li~eral al~~w~~e of c;?wns, sceptres, I of1~h~~\'i°i'i'a;J
a.mc~u~t1~thout disease of the , do, and that Is to ~cep n bo1t:e of SANFonn'sst ma~h and p 10r digJ.::.tian.
of Import.en
01:is an~ Kl'.1 0 Ja-Jas
scatte;ed
on lungs or serious constitutional clist.urbance, 80 GINGER In the house, au<.!thu• provlde a sure pre- SA?-iTORD's GrnoKR, tompoun1e1
has to meet are considerable.
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every c01gn of vantage; and on its top- ID!]Ch the better, as a few do !'S (!f Piso's Cure vent,ve and neYer-fnllingcure for ills fnci,Jent,1to Ginger, Choice Aro:natlrs, anll the best of .i<"rench
money thus acquired goes to pay all the
lirandy,
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a
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stlmul.mt
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tbe stom-most pinnacle is stuck jauntily an.absurd
w.111 be all_youmay ne~d, while 1f bou ro far
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expenses of management,
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a l ~ a oo s cap, wi.
en~r- l be reQ111red
to effect a permanent cur,
co npanlonls ,urc to check an7 c1:stnrl>mc•
ot the ot food. and hence fortlfles the sy.;tem against
and maintenance of buildings, etc. At
m?US fe~ther-hke ears on each_s1de of it,
bowels, Instantly relieve cramps and paf11s,pre- pro~trat1ng t11flucnces.
with which head dress the Kmg volunAs life moves on, and our comrades vent 1ndti,est1on.destroy disease germs In water As a pw·e fruit stimulant for the aged, men tall)
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restore the c:rculat!ou when suspend•dby and physically overworked, for delicate females.
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pledger does not respond to a communiespecially mothers, and as a means of reforming
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~~:~~~gati6:;
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at might
that, and we look back through the mist , :Pc~~!:i.1':~~•~:v;:~':n:1
b::~ those addicted to an excessive use or alcoholla
cation he receives from the Mont, and re1
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on
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nnd
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iu:tuencPs,
st~:~~:1~~~!/:.1;:;;~~'7:~~-FoR.D's
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new his pledge or take out his property,
·whose society long since set its mark on · 1c!~ a !.:~~~ru~e~~:a::.r ,~:i:v:•sce:~ui d:~ 1~e~ism~~~j
Beware of worthle5s ''gingers .. offensively urge<t
it is sold. Within the general adminisWages in 1800.
our own souls how thnnkful do we recall m:neralwater, it Is superlorto all clhers,
by mercinary <iruggfstsaali deale.s on those whe
kation of the Mont de Pietc there is an
The condition of the wage class of that those whose sp'ontaneous and half uncon- I .A.Yoiu
cn<auand dangerous tmltatfons
call ror and des,reonly
army of officials called the "commissaires
day, says :McMaster in h,s "History of
SA"''FORD'S
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the People of the United States," maybe
scious utterance once rebuked, it may be,
rn
u
,
SANFORD'S C!NCER,
priseurs," who value the property pledged.
examined; it is full of instruction for so- or guided or encouraged
or inspired
Is sold bv nil Druc:o:!~t~ and Grocers•
The Dellclon~ Summel' !Hedlcino,
During last year there were 1563 s:.tles of
unclaimed property, which realized 247. hf:~e;iy c:~i:sat~~: us; planted in our souls the germs of
1:t~~~~~e;~!~:
bougbt •their own food, and found their
thought
or t.he seeds of action I-Dean 1
987 francs. The commissaires priseurs
But in the country, on Bradley.
look 3.:fter these sales, and their charge is own lodgings.
the farms, or wherever a hand was cm"A. WONOJ~ltl•'UL OJo'J<'F.R."
.five per cent.
Should
the property
ployed on some public work, they were
Among the 150 kinds or Cloth Bound Doi1old
bring
more
than
it
was
fed and lodged by the employer and Jar volumes given a war by tha Roche,ter
- - BellsandAnnunciator$,.
originally valued at, the owner gets the
given a few dollars a month.
On th e (N. Y.) American Rural Home for every $1
BurglarAlarms,
1
diffennce, but he docs not lose through
e~:
a;~J~s~ · ~~~ ::~t!:::/~~/;5x~~~:·he:,s
fr:
Fire AlarmApparatus,
depreciation of value. Articles may be
sheds, and paid $0 a month from May to
November,and $5 a month from Novem- IJOOpnges,bou nd i n cloth } are:
GasLightingApparatus,
renewed ad infinitum.
At the immense
storehouse in the Rue des Blancs there
ber to .Mny. Hod-carriers
and mortar
Lawy;;';:!~houtLaw- 1Jan~~~lo1·1:'1edical)
Wailchman's
Clocks,etc.,etc.
mixers, diggers a:1d choppers, who from Family Cyclopedia. Boys' Useful Pastimes.
nre articles thut have been renewed for
1790 to 180v labored on the public buildFarm Cyclopedia.
l•'1v•·Years Before t.ha Private Residences, Churches, Hotels, Factories,
over forty· years. One antiquated
umings and cut the streets and avenues of Fnrmers' au<l t:itock•
Mast.
Public Buildings, etc., fitted with Electric Apbrella has been there since 1828, during
Washington City. received $70 a year,
Co~~~e;;;,n~:idi;
Peopifu;ted~~tot!!. of paratus or every description,at short notice. All
which time its value has been paid four
or, if they wished, $00 for all the work
Poultry Yard.
Universal l:li,. of all I work guaranteed. Son<.!
for descriptive circular.
or five times over in interest.
As a dif~~~bce~uig_ perform f;om March 1 to De- ;:~~!~II't1~iicivil
Nat.ions.
ferent colored ticket is given each time
The hours of work were mvariably
War (bothsidtHl
548 W h" t
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Wages at AlAny one book and paper OnPyear, no,tpaid
as ing on
t., oston.
a pledge is renewed, the umbrella hns from sunrise to sunset.
long since exhausted all the colors of the bany and New York were 3 shillings, or, ~:r!~~~e~~llioN. ITtit~acJ::softrM;;~:
1Ladle11 I Those dull
as money then went, 40 CP.nts; at Lan- Rochester, for 11 years past.
t;ampies t~. 1
tired looks and feelings
rainbow, and on the last occasion when
caster, $8 to $10 a month; elsewhere in RuRA.L Holm Co·, LTD .. Roche,ter, N. Y.
J
the ticket was presented for renewal, the
~~;~~~~~all~~
Pennsylvania
workmen were content
Since 1881, 11,620 Mormons have arrived in I
ditions, restores vigor
Monte de Picte made a present of the
and vitality and brings
with ~(i in summer and $5 in winter. At this country from Europe, 11nl it iRsaid ti:at
0
.:;
back youthful bloom
Baltimore men were glad to be hired at the r«te of immigration 1son the iucr ase.
venerable parapluie to the proprietor.
~
lJr:frV;:,1!
After all the expenses <>fthe Monte de 18 pence a day. None, by the month,
• vfb ~~. PE.'/SAHY, Btugh,untou,N.
Y.
asked more than $6. At Fredericksburg
Piete have been met, the balance, if any, the price of labor was from $5 to $7. In
~~" -~Cii ~~;r.:-"~ll~t\.7s~m:...~
goes to the public assistance-the
relief Virginia white men employed by the
year wcr~ giTen £16 currency; slaves,
af the poor.
There are between forty
ro itselt In maoy important particulars,
Hood's
a,nd fifty Monte de Pietes in France, and when hired, were clothed and the master
B.usapo.r:lla is dil!creut from p..ntl super:or to any
The 1'1oxicnn Resurrection
f>lnnt, apparent•
paid £1 a month.
A pound, ,•Virginia
ly dead, when placed ln water soon. comes to lite,
other medtch:e.
all are managed on the same principle,
11howingall the tints ot tiu, r<1.inliow. 82 to $4 per
money, was, in Federal money, $<1.33.
Pecu,iar in romb:na.'ton, proportion and prepara.
day ea;;ily ma.le. as It selis to four out of ftve per•
and are under the c:i.re of the municipal
The averate rate of wages the land over
rons at sight. Scud 25c. tor 3, or 5JL~.ror 7 samples
tton ot iugrecllc-ntf, Hood's tars,1parilla possesses
(sell for ~5c. each). Low :;>rice~ by the 100and 1,000.
was, therefore, $65 a year, with food. and,
the full c-ura t1' o value of the te.;t known remi.. dies
councils.
Outside the nationnl instituA year's subscription to c,ne of six papers given to
the vegetable kingdom.
ftrst 50c. order from each county and to ftrst order
tion, pawnbroking
is prohibited
ill perhaps, lodging. Qut of this small sum orPeen.liar
mentioning this pa.per.
in
it; n1od1cinal m(rlt, Hood's Sarso.pa.
the workman must. with his wife's help.
n. BLEDSOE,
France.
A man was recently caught
rt:la ac.complh hes cures hitherto unknown.
313 l.Un.lnStreet, Fort \Vorth 9 Texas,
maintain his familv.
PecuHar in f.t1e.1gth and economy-Hood's
Sarsa•
who carried on a successful business bv
parlila is the only medicine ot whi~h can truly be
~
A~v:~ciTHEAS.
buying up pawn tickets, and he will in
said, "100 doses one dollar." ?tfedicines in larger and
U-ll~NTII.
1maller l.:Jottles requ!re larger closes, and do not pro.
due course be punished.
The Circus.
duce as gvod results as Hood's Sarsaparilla.
Peculla.r tn its ''good namo at home -there
is
The pawnshop is an ancient institnLittle Johnny, age five. was grentl)
.more (lf g, o l's SarsnparJlla sold in Lowell, wb.cre Jt
tion. As early as 1108 one was estabtaken with tbe:.circus-postcrs,and begged
FOIi
is: made, t b:in or all other blood purifiers.
f'ULL
lished in Liege. In the year 1462 several
his papa to take him to the drcus.
He
Peculiar in its p!1cnom 1rnal rceor<l or sales abroad,
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called Monti di Pieta,
could get no "Rromise from hi~, how• ao other prep:iration haa ever attained such popu,
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to
get
were started in Italy under the care and
e_verl,unt~l, mnkl·rng ha.lafst lheseechl:nd~ap•
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.
pea on cucus ( ay, is at 1cr rep 1e :
Hood's Sarsaparilla
protectwn of _the church.
All the early
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1
floldby all <1n1,rg!st._
SI; afx!or $3. Frcpara:Ionl7
Monts de P1ete were connected with
street and see the tents."
by C.I. HOOll& CO.,Apothecaries,
Lowell,Hau.
When I say curo I do not moa.n.merely to stop them.
churches or hospitals, and were. a specie,;
Jo!1nny walked_ alon/i(' with his father,
for a time and th.en have them return agn.in, I mean a
I
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radical cure. I haTe made the diseMe ot FITS, EPI•
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Merchant Tailoring trade throughout tte U~~ tarrh and catarrhted. States, complote sample collections of
al headache, and
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their Woolens it, season, and receiTing a•d I this is the first re~.
Keeplnir Teetb Pe1•fect and Gum• HeaUIIJ'.
The crowd laugkcd derisively.
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CHow-CHow.-One
peck green tomatoes, one quart small white onions, chop
together very fine then add two quarts vinSOMETHING
TO THINK ABOUT.
egar, one pound sugar, one tablespoonful
each of ginger, allspice and mustard;
use
Every woman should have some special only ground spices; two tablespoonfuls
thing to think about except the regular salt; boil together till very thick, which
weekly round of duties; in fact, some aim takes about four hou1 s, as it must be boilin life except that of cooking, eating and ed slowly.
sleeping and the contingent possibility of
PRESERVED TOMATOEs.-A pound of
dying soon to get rid of it all. No aim
sugar to a pound of tomatoes.
Take six
and no change make asylum~ overflow,
pounds of each, the peal and juice of four
leave children motherless and make life
lemons and quarter of a pound of ginger
not worth the living. Every woman had
tied up in bags; put on the side of the
her ambitious d1·eams once-what
were
range and boil slowly for three hours.
they?
To write?
Then let her write
FRIED ToMATOEs.-Tomatoes
may be
every day, if but three lines, on some subject she is most familiar with. To paint? fried the same as beef-steak.
Slice and fry
Let her get water colors, paint flo,\'ers and until brown in a hot buttered spider. Conwork at it every day, if for only half an sidered very good.
hour. If one has but half a chance let her
How TO USE UP TOMATOES.-I suppose
prove that she uses that; that she can do many people have more tomatoes than
more than many who have not only a they know what to do with every summer.
whole chance, but many chances.-PauThat has alwavs been the way with me,
line Adelaide Hardy, in Good Housekeep- so I try to us/ them up in pickles, catsup
ing.
and such things.
I find that green toma-

THE HOUSEKEEPER.

WOMAN'S

TRUE

POSITIO~.

Mrs. Beecher, in her sensible talks in
the Brooklyn Magazine, calls attention to
the prevalent discontent of women with
their home duties, and assures them that
home-making
is the most honorable duty
that they can perform, since the lack of
true home is the main cause of the strife
and sin that curses the world. "Home,"
~he says, "is the true kingdom of woman,
where her rights can never be dethroned,
that all government,
ifwe would have
them live and flourish, must have their
roots beneath its altar. This conviction
compels me to ,ay to every woman who
has a home, 'Let home stand first before
all other things!
No matter how high its
ambition may transcend it duties, no matter how far _Yourtalents or your influence
may reach beyond its doors, before every
everything else build up a trne home! Be
not its sla\'e; be its minister!
Let it not
be enough that it is swept and garnished, that its silver is brilliant, that its food
is delicious, but feed the love in it. feed
the truth in it, feed thought and inspiration, feed all charity and gentleness in it.
Then from its walls shall come forth the
true woman and the true man, who shall
together rule and bless the land."

OLEOMARGARINE

BILL.

99° IN THE SHADE

ITS EFFECT ON THE FARMER,

The passage of the bill which places a
tax on oleomargarine and butterine, and
heavily fines or imprisons all violators,
was a noble triumph to the farmers of this
country.
\Vhile it is but just that those
who u~ed their influence for the measure
should be recognized, and their services
appreciated, the real strength which was
brought to bear on congress and the executive was that of the farmer.
Being
urged from time to time by the agricultural press, they sent in petitions couched
in such terms, that, even were the congressmen and senators inclined to reject
the measure, in the face of the commands
of the great agricultural
powers of the
country, they dared not do other than they
did. ·when we consider the great agricultural strength of the country, and the power its devotees would wield at the ballot
box,
is not strange that, when roused,
this faction were able to demand and seThe passage of the bill.
toes make very good pickles.
To a peck cure their rights.
places the honest dairyman
of them I add half as many onions and therefore,
three or four cauliflowers, boiling them all where he should be, untrammeled by the
together until they are tender.
Then I manufacturers of an article of food made
slice them, cover with salt and let drain of hog fat, etc. About the fitness of oleoover night.
The next· morning I add a margarine as an article of food, we ha,·e
box and a half of mustard and t\\·o or three our own opinion, which it is not necessary
red peppers, cover them with vinegar and should be stated here; but, when such vile
let the mixture simmer all day. I find a stuffs were brought into competition with
handy way to keep them is in old pickle the natural products of the dairy, it was
bottles.
For the sake of safet_v I cover the high time that stringent
measures were
cork with common sealing wax, though I taken to protect the honest dairymen.
think the pickles might keep all right in Farmer friends, the lesson derh·ed from
the passage of this bill is obvious; it shows
unsealed jars.
conclusfrely, and proves indisputably, the
strength of the farmer; and he should imWHAT TO DO IN SICKXESS.
prove the advantage already gained, by
A person who is ailing should be kept making stronger and more frequent moves
in bed in a well ventilated room where for legislation which shall lift the agriculplenty of fresh air is admitted from open tural industries from the slough of dewindows.
If in winter the temperature
spond, where unpardonable
inaction has
can be regulated bj artificial heat from an allowed them to fall. \Ve appeal to you,
open fire, or otherwise as most convenient.
therefore, as one of you: as one who has
and the window lowered from the top. In followed the plough, sown the seed and
summer, the blinds, or awnings, should be . reaped the harvest; put forth your strength
arranged to exclude the direct rays of the and demand at the polls full recognition
sun. The patient should be encouraged 1of your rights and liberties.
At your comto sleep as much as possible and never ing congressional election ascertain if the
awakened on any pretence.
If there are nominees ,·oted against taxing oleomarchildren in the hou e they should be kept gari,w; if they did they deliberately sought
out of the room.
When there is headache, to vote away your patrimony,
and you
or pain in the eyes reading must be pro- I have no further use for them.
Place your
hibited and very few visitors admitted. A shoulders to the wheel, friends, and let us
warm sponge bath should be given in the have those in our legislative halls who
morning, and a ,·ery light breakfast:
oat- IIwill recognize and protect our interests.meal gruel. bread and milk, a cup of co- Farm and Home.
coa, or tea, with a soda biscuit.
If there
is no improvement as the day goes on the
food must be very simple and given in
small quantities.
The difficulty may arise
from an over-burdened
stomach which requires rest before it can recover tone.
IA};).~tot
When there is nausea, fa,ting for some
ltas an erp1ai a:-;a curt1
for Scruf11l1111~llu
hour;; should be tried and then a few
1nors. It is p\1•asa1 •
spoonfuls of cold milk and lime water givto take, giYcs !'-tr,•nt.:: ti
to the uo,ly, a11,i 1,r,,
en cautiomly.
When the head is hot reHumors, tluces a ruure p~nna.lief can be obtained by wringing a strip of
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LA YI;s;-G UP SORROWS.
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It is an old saying "Bought wit is the
best if you do not pay too dearly for it."
From the failures of our own lives we purchase very frequently
experiences which
may truly be said to be bought dearly.
It
is very easy to mark out a path for others
which we hesitate to travel onrselves.
\Ve assume to commence with that the
heads of the household are united in their
desire and endeavor
for an attractive.
home, out of which shall go helpful and
kindly influences for others.
We too of,.
en put out of mind altogether the fact that
the growing boys and girls of our own families are the fathers and mothers of the
. future generation.
One of the earliest
lessons of childhood should be a regard
for things held in high esteem (not to say
sacredly so; by the grandparents.
We are
glad to note that the present generation,
stimulated perhaps by manners and customs and fashions, are not only cultivating taste for old china, furniture,
etc.,
but with it a regard for those who have
preserved so carefully these relics of a previous generation.
It is no longer considered the thing to ignore the elderly peopie or put them in the corner, so that we
tome to feel that the future presents a
lnore hopeful outlook for a cultivation of
a proper treatment of the aged, which is
as it should be.
But.for all this, there will almost always
be in every home where love abides,
memories which cause. aching hearts.
Of the grief we have caused by failun·s to
comply with wishes seeming foolish to us
rn our ignorance, but whose fulfilment we
would gladly perform a thousand times
could we live our lives over again.
I
know a lady who seldom smiles, and always :very sadly. Every one knew her as
bright and gay, but at the coffin of her
mother she said: " I would give all I possess to call her back long enough to a,k
forgiveness
for my many thoughtless
words and deeds."
But all the world had
called her a devoted daughter, and none
hut the home circle knew, or fancied she
had thus laid up s01-row for all her future
life.-Ellen
Bliss Hooker in Good Housekeeping.
•
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a syrup of one gallon nice vinegar, four
Take Ayer's Pills and be cured. Misery
pounds sugar, half ounce each of whole I is.a mild word to descnbe the suffering~
cloves and broken nutmeg, boil twenty, of body and mind, caused by habitual conminutes tt.nd skim; dry the cucumbers i st!pa_tion .. A moderate u~e of Ayer's Pills
with a cloth, put them into the 'f:yrup and will mvanably re~u1.'.'._te-the bowels.
cook until soft and clear; drain them out.
Try that BONELESS CORNED BEEF at IL
carefully and boil the syrup to the consist- H. Burbank's.

result

than

•

At E. F. GOULD & Co's.
The Royal B Atlantic, Modern •Atl~n.tic, and Mikado
ranges, the Popular Cook stove, and the Dmmg Root? Companion. For parlor wood Rtov~s we have the Sunshme and
Radiant; also modern makes of Coal Stoves.

FARMING TOOLS.
The Yankee Plow-the best in Oxford County, Shovels,
Spades, Hoes, Manure Forks, etc.
Also Glass '\Vare Frnit Jars, Flower Pots, Hanging
Lamps, Pumps, Sinks, L;ad Pipe, Paints and Oils, Carpenter's
Supplies, Table and Pocket. Cutlery.
Tin and Sheet Iron
wo1k done to order. Prices to suit the times.

E. F. GOULD
& GO.,CANTON,
ME.

c. n.

Lncas wishes to inform
nnything in his line at Boston prices,
himself for 0o-oocls in the \Vatch and
b<•ttcr prices than ever. Just cousitler
We will sell Wm. Ellery

the public that he is prepared
to fnrnish
ns he exchanges_ goods m:tnu~actnred
.by
,Jewelry line, wh1d1 enables !nm to g1ve
some of onr prices.

11 jewelled

key wintling

Watches,

:-!-ounce silv('r case,

for S12.00.
Broadway 7 jewelled in silver case, for $8.00-nickel
case S!i.50. :No.
7 Elo-in. 7 jPwels, in nickel case for SG.,30, in silver c:tse ,$8.00. No. 13 Elgin, iu :1ounie ;;ilver case for 812.00.
Hockfonl, Hamp,leu, and Illinois \Vatch Co.'s at
proportinnat<'ly
low pri<•es.
Knight;; of Labor Pius from 35 cents to $2.00.
We
als9 have :1, tine line of Knives, Fork~ and ::,poons at the following prices:
K~lVES-Rogers'
Best, $,LOO; 2d, $3.50. Sheffield, 82.00; Standard
Silver
Plate Co .. $2.50.
,
FORK::i-Rogers'
A 1, $G.00; Wallace Bl'others', $,LOO; Standard Silver Plate
Co .. 3.50.
SPOO~S-Tea.
$3.00 per dozen; Desert, $1.00 per pair; Table, SL 15 per pair.
l\Ia~onic. Oclcl Fellow. and all <>tlwr emblems at low prices for cash.
We have
a full line of Chains, Charms, Bar pins. Pins am! Drops, either in plate, crape, jet,
st011e or solid gold.
Anything we do not have in stock we can furnish at short notice.

Fi11e Watch Repairing
in all its branch.cs, also Sewing Jiach.znc and
1liade!s built at short notice, and all kinds small J.Iach.ine
PVork done in a wor/imanlike
manner.

Charles H. Lucas,
Opposite the Depot,

Canton, Me.

~:i::;·tl~;:f~

linen out of ice water and laying a single
thickness on the forehead.
In this case
the feet will probably be cold and should
have bottles of hot water wrapped in flannel put to them. If the throat is sore a
strip of flannel may be wrnng out of cold
water and bound around it covered with a
cotton bandage.
If there is only slight inflammation this will relieve it. \Vhen
there is constipation
a simple enema of
warm water may be given as safer than
any purgative medicine.
No one should
be allo•,\'ed to sleep in the same bed with a
person who is even slightly indisposed.
The invalid will rest more quietly alone, I
and it is not fair to expose anyone to the
chance of possible infection.
If there is
no improvemen~ in a few days a physician
should be sent for as the case is beyond
home treatment.
It is better to call in a
doctor ten times unnecessarily
than once
to ·delay summoning
him until it is too
late for him to be of use. In China a physician's fee is ten cents a visit and his patients act upon the principle of no cure no
pay. Medical advice is more expensive
with us and the cost deters some prude~t
people from having it for what they consider insufficient causes.
The prescription
of a competent, trustwo1·thy doctor in the
early 'stages of a disease may be the means
of preventing a serious illness and is worth
far more than is ever asked for it. \Vhen
a physician is called in, his directions
should be implicitly followed.
There is
not the slightest use in entrusting
the
case to him and then acting upon one's
own judgement whether to carry out his
or.ders or not. It is unfair both to him
and to the sufferer as the success .of the
treatment depends upon its being faithfulEvery doctor can call to
SWEET PICKLES.-Take
firm, ripe CU· ly adm.inistered.
cumbers as soon as the) turn 5,ellow, pare mind scores of cases in which recovery has
them, scrape out all the seeds, cut them beea retarded, or rendered impossible, by
di~obedience
to his orders.-Elizabeth
in pieces about an inch thick; let them lie Robinson Scovil, in Good I-Io1tsekeepi11g.
in weak salt and W,lter six hours; prepare

ency of thin molasses; pour onto the pickles and keep in a cool place.

But that is no reason why you should not buy

'

a1,v

me,!it:ine I e,·er 11~,•,i
- E. Haines, Nurtli
Lindale, Oh10.
I hani used Ayer's
Sarsaparilla,
in my
faltiily, fur Scrofula.
an:! know, if it is
faithfullv it will
Erysipelas,taken
thoronghl.v eradicate
this terrible disease.,
-\V. F. Fowler, !IL D.,'
Greell\·ille, Tenn.
For fortv ..-ears I
hani
s111Tere;1 with
Er,vsipelas.
I hav('
tried ,·arions remedu,for my complain~. hut
foun,l no relief untt:

Canker,and
l

COllltllCII<'<,,\

llS'.IHI

A:,cr's
Sarsapanlla
After taking ten L,.t,
ties of this 111e,llc111e
I
am completely cured

-::II.

Catarrh,

Can be
cured by
purifying
the blood

with

C. Amesbury,

Rockport, Me.
I ha\'e suffered, for
:,cars, from Catarrh,
which was so se,·ere
that it destroyed my
appetite
all(l wcakeue,l my sys t c 111.
After trying
other
remc:lies, without relic(, I JJe:::an to take
AYcr',; Sarsaparilla,
a.1iU,in a few 1uonthi,,
was ,·nre,L - Snsan L.
Cook, !I0.1 A I \Jany st.,
Bo::.ton, ~lass

A,vn's Sarsaparilla
is ~npc:·ior to any
blood pnrilier that I
,n-cr trie,l.
I ha,·fl
taken it for St'rofll la.
Canker,
and SaltRh~tnn, an•l n•cph·etl
mn<·h be1wfit fru111 it.
It is go(l(l, also, for
a wc•ak stomach. ::l[illie Jmw Peirce, S.
Bra,lfonl, :\lass.
'"

WANTED!

RDtWSW

tnWPt

100 l?AMil.:.IES
TO MAKE

COATS

Sewin« Machines
furnished if wanted
an<l the'" 'i'lork deliver<::d at your homes.
Apply by mail only to Wm. M. Mitchell,
Dixfield, M.e., or to J. A. Bucknam &,
Co. Mechanic Falls, Me.
51tf

ADVERTISERS

can learn the exact cost
Ayar'sSarsapariHai
of any proposed line of
:·r·i~c
six bottles,~;;.
advertising
in American
W. F. PUTNAM,
Di.-y;fielrl,
.ilfo,ine.
Millinery
& FancyGoods
papers by addressing
Manufacturer of
--AT-DOORS,
SASH,WINDOW
& DOOR
FRAMES Geo. P. Rowell & Co.,
CLAZED WINDOWS.
:•:·,,p,.,,-,,d hy Dr. ,1. C. Ap_•r & ('o., I.owc>II, M:1ss.
$!;

A.C.BICKNELL'S,

Blue

Store,

Canton.

wanted.

A family of 6 or 8 to board through the
season, in a country farm house.
None
need apply but quiet people.
Address
'.fry that Pure Illinois Honey, only I,5
MRS. BENJ. SMITH,
cts. lb., at Reynolds' Drug Store.
4-26
Box roo, Laconia, N. H.

All ki•1dR moulrlN] and plain t111ish.baln$U'l'R. New<•lls, Brackets,&c. Also chamher and •lining--room furnitnrP Chamber
R<!t$ and Extension
Tables a specialty.
,fob bin~ done promptly. _____
_

g~.l~:o:'::
c~~p~~t~~d!~!rn~~~ll~~~~~:
Cree, foll information about work which

GO
Lil

they can do. and live at bome,that will pay
them from $5 to 125 per day. Some have
earned over$00 to a day. Either seJ:, young or old. Capital
not r~quired. You are started free. Those who start at once
are absolutely tiure of snug little fortune,. All is new.

Newspaper'
Advol"tising
10 Spruce
St., Nevv
10cts.
fol" 100-Page

Send

Bureau,
Yol"k.
Pamphlet.

s8.&fl!~ #Js~
Boot & Shoe Maker.

•

'
•

¢anfott, ¢ele~hon~.
-:(-):PUBLISHED

CANTON,

THURSDAYS

OXFORD

AT

ME,

COUNTY,

I

SUBSCRIPTION
RATES.
One copy, one year,

ado
om-

-

$1,50.

If paid one year in advance, $1.25.
Same rates for 3 or 6 months.

and

~No
paper discontinued
until all arrearages are paid, except at the option of
the publisher.
Papers promptly discontinued at expiratior, of _the time ~aid for when so ordered;
otherwise they Will be continued.

ADVERTISING
RATES.
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Rus1NESS
NOTICES
in reading column and read
i ng type, 5 cents per line for first insertion and 4 cts
per line for t:ach subsequent insertion.

Brief announcements of Births, Deaths
riagcs a,re inserted free,
but Obituary
Resol ntions of respect to the memory of
members of any society will be charg-cd
rate of 5 cents per line. Brief, historical

For instance: the nine individuals with
whom in A. D. ur3, the order of the
Knight Templars originated, the purpose
of which in the life being of its founders
was to check the power of the infidels, and
defend the Holy Sepulchre and the sacred
places_ of the Christian faith in Palestine.
Knowmg this fact, believing that the motives of the founders were pure and high
and beyond self, and in harmony with
their self-sacrifice of means, time and life,
in inaugurating, carrying forward and out
that series of marvelous and enormous
military, though holy crusades, fo1· the
purpose of promoting and preserving the
revealed Christianity.
\Ve wonder when
Ile who sits on the circle of human affairs
in time, is to complete that apparently
broken or unfinished circle which thes·e
founders began.
If we are to judge by appearances, the
spirit of II ugh de Paynes, St. Ald~mar,St.
Amore and their associates does not actuate the Knights of that order to-day.
Pledged to perpetual chastity, obedience
and poverty, that they might more successfully effect their purpose; under this
regime the founders of this order lived,
died, and in mortal affairs immortalized
\Ve wonder
how those
themselves.
Knights of old would deport themselves
amidst their modern brothers surrounded
by the scenes of gayety and gratification
in social conviviality and mutual compotations, which the Knights of to-day seem
to enter with a bias of spirit all pervading
that indicates their purpose.
When is the
approach of that spirit to be heralded in
its return to that order that went forth
from the founders-the
circle to be completed. The Sepulchre of the Lord needs
defenders to-day. The way to that Sepulchre which is in the souls and hearts of
the infidels and ungodly that throng our
city at this hour, needs clearing and guarding. But alas! the spirit of Hugh de

and l\[arLines or
departed
for at the
sketches

~~Jti~:;
!;i1h\1iec~!~~u~~;1~ie~t
cit~hft/a~:a~l~,c~~t
~~~i?Jcc:
!;~•
il;t:h1~1~~~\~
~t;•.hen the subject has been
1

0

NEWSPAPERDECISIONS,
1.
Any person who takes a paper rcgularlv from
the oflicc-whethcr
directed to him or anotl1cr, or
whether he has subscribed or not-is responsible for
the payment,
2.
It a person orders his paper discontinued he
must pay all arrcar~agcs, or the puhlisher may con-

nish
by
give

~~~u!1~~l~c~1~1 ~~~~,t~!.1~d11~~~~~~>~~:~~j~ ~~k~1~J;~~;
0

the office or not.

ca~e,
Xu.
iu 3·s at

1c1,~:::~1~=f~s~~t~k
nc~~s::.;~,;~,::~~'i~~rid1~~:;
c!~~~ Paynes
0

removing- and leaving them uncalled
fncie evidence of fraud.

We

for, is prima

is not with the order he helped to
found; it is s,veeping in that unfinished
circle, and ,ve 1nay not look for its return,
while the sole motive that prompts Knights

a place in the land of the living.
Of one
thing we are now fully persuaded-that
those old ties and those tender ties, that
have been so thoroughly
tested, and so
long have borne the tug and the strain of
years, and have felt the rasping of the rude
world's roughness, are yet good for a
thousand years.
The conclusion of the whole matter is:
-the perfection of harmony throughout,
the music of the band, the remarks of the
ex-Gov., the poem, the clatter of the human tongue divine, and the airy movements of flying feet. The past generations
were as the present.
\Vhen the man of
eighty-four years lays down the burden of
those years and gives the boys and girls a
few points in the art of making merry, it
rather goes to show that the heart cannot
grow old and the spirit can never decay.
'Tis the flesh that fails. Uncle Horace,
Uncle Silas and Aunt Aurelia, gave satisfactory evidence that the early education
of their heels had not been sadly neglected.
May manifold pleasures be allotted to
these worthy sons of a worthy sire. May
their mother remain a blessed presence for
years. May their wives continue to love
them, their children obey, and their tribe
increase. And may we be early and often
re-united and renewed.
POSTSCRIPT.
While a certain minister was passing
through the heart of Sumner his carriage
wheels ran dry. A worthy citizen squirt·
ed some lubricating
oil on the "exes."
The bill for his services and his grease was
ten cents. It would be a waste of precious
breath to talk gospel to the \V. C. for reasons that are manifest.
In the interest of
science he should be preserved in alcohol
or pickled in brine as a rare specimen of
the "connecting link."
Jo11:s.

Grand special announcement for the consideration
New Hampshire, Vermont and Connecticut:

A

late

Carpet Department.
In this Department

have
'j~t,

we have some of the Greatest

For instance,

TO POVERTY.

WARNINGTO BOYS.

R0xbury Tapestl'_y, per pml
1
Lowell Body Brussels,
.,'
Bigelovv
"'
Hanusome VelYets
All•wool Ingrains
All-wool 3-ply°.

Etc.

PARLOR

I

ollin ■,

Henry
'Dora

Cecll

.Ill.I•
ytht
),!,R,

phens,
Mary
Br&d•
•·

A

''etc.
or ot
oder,
utbor

orot
lock,

tbor

FURNITURE.

I

a1kel11

llln ■,

.90
$1.:25
1.25
1.:25

I

and

bor of

13argains E1·er Shown in New

we are selling

\Vhat a wreck whiskey makes of some
its
and those seeking Knighthood in the or- men. and how quick it accomplishes
lJ lJ lJ
'
•
der reaches no higher than social materi- dreadful work. Three years ago Dr. Thomas G. Hull, of Binghamton,
N. Y., came
alism, social status, pecuniary advantage,
.55 &up•
personal advancement,
shield from dis- to this village in the best of health and
1.00 ,,
strength, with plenty of money in his
honorable though chivalric bacchanalian
acts. and kindred aspirations.
While the pocket, a host of friends at his back. a lovOUR:BOSTONLETTER.
virtues of predecessors are a delightful in- ing father and motli'er, a wife whom he
-heritance and vastly enriching, yet we had recently wedded, and with every prosOil Cloths, Rugs and :\lats at unheard-of Prices, and Freight Prepaid to your depect before him of a long, meful and hap- pot. \\'rite for Samples of the~e goods. Don't Pay Long Prices when we can and
BosTo::s, Sept. 8, r886.
may be poor indeed.
py life. To-day he left the depot in charge will save your money every day in the week. and the Largest Stock and Largest and
I once devoted some little time to the
No doubt J\Ir. Bodwell will be Governor
study of the art of press correspondence,
elect, when this issue of the TELEPIIO:SE of an officer on his way to Albany peni- Lightest Floor to show carpets on in the country.
1
tentiary having been adjudged a common
in pursuit of knowledge with which to out- is published.
\Ve expect four Republican
I
line and wisely I imit my own efforts of that Congressmen from i\'Iaine. We expect the va~rant.
\Vho would have believed such·a result
character, but I found the margin for the i·eturn of the present incumbent to the U.
play of ordinary language under the rules s. Senate.
\Ve don't expect any better three years ago, when the Doctor had just
too narrow.
One rule bars out all sentL enforcement
of the temperance
law in started extensively in the lumber business,
In this Department we wish Every intending Purchaser could just drop in and see
ment, another prevents the use of ethics, Maine. And still, they were not expect- having invested upwards of$ro,ooo in wild our line and get our Prices on Hair Cloth Suit;;, Silk Plush Suits, Mohair Plush Suits
another forbids the expression of political ing an earthquake
at Charleston,
S. C. lands in Sussex county and the erection of and all Kinds of Parlor Suits, Easy Chairs and Rockers known to the trade,
Any
convictions,
no moralizing allowed, and . So it seems that we have had no such di- one of the most complete mills in this sec- one who has seen our store knows that we cannot adequately represent the stock on
tion. Then he was courted by eYerybody
religion is quite out of place in ordinary I rect issue in the election of a particular
paper. all we can say is this:
We have Hair Cloth Sets at from $35 and up to $90;
press correspondence, and if the news are candidate for the U. S. Senate since 1862, -now there is no one so poor as to do him Silk Plush Parlor Sets all prices from $roo upwards, and Mohair Plush Sets from
\Vhat
caused this sudden
incorporat<;d no details may appear, all I when the State com·ention endorsed Chas. reverence.
$47.50 up to $250; and unquestionably the Largest assortment to select from in the
conventionality
and personalities must be Sumner.
We do not expect such an en- downfall, and what unlucky star was it State, and only exceeded in Boston by our Boston Store. Don't spend your time and
a_voi~ed, and_ no ~~pe'.·-eroga~io_n or aff:cta- \ dorsement for J\Ir. Long, but his elec_tion that could have induced him to desert his money travelling when you can be suited right here at a less price. \Ve have no hestwn m techmcahttes 1sperm1ss1ble; neither to the u. s. Senate will simply be ratified wife and child, lose all his earthly posses- itation in savincr that we can and do, do Ilusiness ro to r5 per cent. cheaper in Portsions and become homeless in a land where
is the free and easy to be indulged in any I pP.rfunctorially.
land than c;n b~ done in Boston and New York; and we further say that we have unplenty prevails?
sense. All there was left to treat upon
BRIEFLETS.
ques_tionably the Best Building for our Business to be found in either of those cities.
We think that if the Doctor was asked
was wit and weather, the former of which
Vermont says "The saloon must go."
Write for cuts and descriptions.
A quarter down and the Balance by the week or
I am slow to appreciate,
and know I am Maine is sure to say "The saloon must go." this question two weeks from to-day when
deficient in; the latter I have never been
Labor day was truly a great day in Bos- his mind is perfectly clear, he would an- month.
swer-that
rum was the primary cause of
able to even talk about since the days when ton.
He started like everybody
your humble servant sat upon one side of I Dame Fashion says, white wings are to his downfall.
a large room, while she whom we thought
be fashionable for young ladies this fall, dse, drinking a social glass, finally, he
then he drank to
fit to be a queen, sat upon the other side either hats or bonnets; also that wool laces dran'.<. for conviviality,
and finally, he
of that same room, when this no doubt will be in great demand as a trimming for drown disappointment,
was the sense of the conversation.
autumn dresses; and that ostrich feathers drank because he had to. In the meantime, he neglected his business, formed
\Vit and weather, weather and wit,
will take an important place in millinery,
Never before have we exerted ourseh·es to please the public in the matter of Heatimproper associates, and became totally
If it rains it is sure to be wet.
with this autumn's style; and that velvet
reckless in the expenditure of his re- ing Stoves as this year, and we believe we shall '.nake_ the Finest Exhibit of t~ese
Weather and wit, wit and weather,
bodices "·ill be worn this winter with
Our line will be full a~d complete m _a
sources.
Ilis downfall affected many oth- goods this Fall ever shown east of Boston.
skirts of different material.
Ifit don't rain I'm not sure whether;
SnoMER.
ers beside himself-friends
who were will- few day,, and will include the Latest Patterns of the "Lo:,v" Art Tile Works. _This
is a special line of Franklin Stoves ne,·er before shown .m the country, and will be
ing to help him along in the world-and
Rut I think it will be
notably so his aged parents.
It is the old, bold at from $40 to $165 each. We shall make a Special Exhibit of these goods about
On account of the weather,
\ \Yritten tor the CA,<TOKTELEPlJO'.'(E. /
Our Popular line of Parold st~n and will be repeated, we pre- Sept. 20 , and then we will call further attention to them.
Don't you? I do, don't we?
RE-UNITED AND RE:XEWED.
sume, a~ 'iong as the world moves on its lor Stoves will ran 5e in price from $4.50, 6, 8, ro, 12.50, rs, r8, 21, 25, 27, 30, and $35.
But you see while this would ans"·er
axis and stimulating drinks form a part of \Ve sold over 1,200 of these Parlor Stoves last fall and winte~ and we have yet to hear
This is the way it reads :very well for a solitary duet in the drawing
a complaint.
Our price this year will be the same as last, notwithstanding
the r5 per
the diet of the inhabitants.
roo~ under such cir~umstance$, it would
"The sons of the late Thomas Chase
And vet, Dr. IIull is not at heart a bad cent. advance in the price. ,ve are enabled to do this because we c0ntracted for these
be bad form in press correspondence;
so cordially invite you to attend a
man, a; 1d even up to the last retained the goods last i\1ay, before the advance.
we determined to write in our own form
outward Hppearance of a gentleman both
REUNION A:ND COLLATION,
In our Range Department we are still selling at the old price, the New Tari~-, ~iaand sincerity, by our own convictions, out
in dress and manner.
Had he plenty of
at
the
of our experience and knowledge, in our
money he no doubt would have moved in ker, First National, Groveland, Ne,v Byron and Our Choice •. Every Range ts warBuckfield Ilotel, Buckfield, ~aine,
ranted
a Baker. Write for cuts of Stoves and Ranges.
We will sell them for cash or
own way; thus we are quite able, as no
the same circles which he did at the outdown, 11a1an~e by the week or month,
doubt you are, to account for our failures
Saturday, Sept. 4th, 1886.
set of his career '·hail fellow well met," on our Special Contract System-One-fourth
and wonder why success does not crown
From 4 to 9 p. m."
with a crowd of friends.
He was well up and the Freight Prepaid to your depot. Don't delay ordcrmg.
our efforts.
And thus, as the river flows
in his profession which he practiced sucand the birds fly, the sun shines and the
\Veil, the skies were black with threatcessfully for some years, was an entertainearth quakes from the very force of being, ening, in the morning of that day, the dising co1wersationalist,
and when he was
so we speak and write; and if we trench in tance was :JS geographical
miles and
"Dr. IIull" was a very good fellow. We
this or that upon your convictions,
expe- "Phil" is old and poky, but we went just
have only sorrow for him. He fell before in Every Style. 40 Styles of Sideboards; Shades and Drapery in Endless Variety;
rience and knowledge, if we seem to be off- the same, and should have done so had
a reaper which has cut down many of the and more than a One Hundred Thousand Dollar Stock of House-furnishings
to select
color in anything or inconsistent, charge· the skies wore a darker shade and had'the
brightest, the most eloquent and gifted of from. All enquiries th!·ough the mail will receive prompt and careful attention, and
it all to our account and make no discount,; faithful old servant been pokiest or pokGod's handiwork.
It is a misfortune that cuts and photographs of Furniture, Stoves and Ranges, and Samples of Carpets, will
and send in your demands receipted and iest. And now we are glad that no threats
it is so, but it is. And after all, we doubt be cheerfully sent on appiication.
you shall have your pay from the waters I and no obstacles whatsoe,·er
kept our
if his example will ha Ye the effect of inupon which we cast our bread.
\ bodies from following
in the way our
Open every Evening.
Electric Light~ on 3 floors.
ducing a single person to put away the
Mr. Talmage says that God made the hearts were drawn, for every moment of
tempter.
\Ve all think we are so strong
iinivcrse on the plan of a circle, and that I our stay among the two hundred and fifty
minded that there is no danger.
But there
.11.ddress .11.llCom,nuinications to
everything moves in circles in it; a 11d his : invited guests was a blessing and a beneis, and every day some one is ens~ared.
argument and apparent evidence seems to; diction that will remain _with us all ~he
\Vho will be the next ?-Port 'Jerv,s Gaprove the assertion.
It being so, the good. long years through.
While the collat10n
zette.
and the bad, the starting point of which is I played no mean part in the entertainment

Communications,

)air.

of Maine,

joy Home comforts while Paying for them.

~av
Soptombor
161886
Thllrs
u J,

'Iver

Housekeepers

Chamber Sets Manufactured from all the Popula1· Woods, AS!l, PINE, CHERRY,
OAK, MAHOGANY and W AL~t;T.
The largest and bes-t selected stock in the
countrv.
Every Set \Varranted, and Frei_ght Prepaid to your depot. These sets are
marked at Pric~s for September Sales, TIIA T ha,·e no Parnllel in the Business. \Vrite
for cuts and description if you cannot come arid see the line, and Remember We Prepay the freight to your depot, an::! sell you these Sets for Cash, or a quarter of the
amount down. and the Balance by the week or month.
Furnish your Homes and en-

England.
AFFLUENCE

of the

,.,

Stoves and Ranges.

I

DINING
ROOM
FURNITURE

our lips, hand or heart, is also to be the
culminating point; ahd believing this our
correspondence
shall be along that line of
propriety which self interest, at least,
would seei:n to suggest.
If t~is circle principle applies all along the !me there are
some wonderful developments
to accrue.·

(f)J(e

I

it was by no means the better part. \Vhen
Canker humors of every description,
the biead that perisheth and the dou?hnut
whether in the mouth, throat or stomach,
that vanisheth away, shall have vamshed• are expelled from the system by the use of
I and shall have perished and shall have Ayers Sarsaparilla. No other reme_dy can
compare with this,as a cure f<_>r
all dis.eases
been buried _decades deep, the intellectual
originating
in impure or nnpovenshed
a~d the s~cial _features of that occasion
blood.
I
will rema111 wl11le we have a memory and

I

Corner
Pearl& Kiddle
Sts.,Portland.
Isaac

(J.

Atkinson,

.Mana;;er.

THE TELEPHONE
PUBLiSHED THURSDAYS, AT

CANTON, OXFORD CO., ME.
B. N. CARVER, Editor and Proprietor.
A Lockport man is figuring on a
scheme for building a boat 1or passenger
traffic through. the rapids of Niagara
river. Ilis boat is to be something after
the style of a catamaran, ninety feet long
and twenty-one feet wide, with capacity
for 200 passengers. A company has been
formed with a capital of $100,000 to
push the scheme. It is proposed to carry the boat back to the starting point by
railroad.
The fare will be $·3.

1

I vil1age

But give him his reedy haunts,
His mate, and his silent pool,
And his shadowy lakes that run
To the heart of the forest cool,
And, though his wing be broken,
He will suffer and give no token,
Yet leave not a note unspoken,
But low in the reeds will sing.
-Charles

J. O'Malley in Litemry

but when s~e went ~~wn Milly lay on \
In II~.r!Jor.
the sgfa white and rigid, the newtipapcr
still clasped iI her cold lingers.
It was {
~~ii:~:::•::~~;
Jon.,. before her scascs ca.me back. Voices of foemen and lover,
He;
mother
fl:uncd
with
anger, The sweet und the bitter h1Ye pas.,od;
but the girl hushed hor with ~. wearv , Life, like a tempest of ocean.
sob.
Hath blown its ultimate bin.st.
, .,V
e~ really ou o-ao-nd ,·ou There's but a faint sobbing seaward,
0 0
e were nev •
' J
"'bile the cn.lm of the tide deepens leeward,
know."
And behold! lik<'>
the welcoming qu var
''Not engaged!
Oh, l1illyi''
Of he:irt-puls.:>sthrobbed through the river,
But llilly turned her face to the wall Those lights in the Harbor at lustThe heavenly Ha1·bor at last.
nu<.lsaid no more.
Baymouth was stirred to its depths
1 foel it is over, over- IL
next day by the news that Captain llal
Tho winds and the wa!;('r surcea.~o;
Jett was married to a Southern lncly, nnc1 How few "·ere the da;s of tho Roses
Milly Graves was down ,vith typho:d
That smiled i, the beauty of ponce!
it1"
"In the
road,"
replied Stephen. fever.
Everyone wanted to help to And distant and dim -rrosth<1omen
"Somebody
had switched it o:!I its nurse, above all, to kno,.,. the particulars.
That hinted redress or rele·1s11,
From the ra·nige of life nnd itsr1ot,
stem aud left it to die, so we picked it
Such masses of blanc-mange and jelly What mar°\"ollyearn for the quiet
up."
were sent in that poor Mrs. Graves was Which bides in this Harbor at la.st:
"Yes, and J\Ir. Felton ~nid it was n at her wits' end to know how to dispose 1 1i'ortho lights wi:h their welcoming qui,er,
shame to treat flower rn," put in a little of them.
But no one could readily aid, That throbs through the sacrificed riv Jr
boy.
not even poor Stephen who scarcely left Which girdks tho Harbor at last-The captain listened impnssively, but the house day or nigh;, or ate or slept, ThathC'avenly Harbor F.t last.
1\iilly gave a ha! f-paincd glance at the
tiil the crisis passed, and Milly was pro- 1 know it is over, 0,:::.:...
flower.
"That was just like yeu,
nounced out of danger.
I know it is over at Inst;
Stephen,"
she
said,
softly, and
Out of dan~er, but it was weeks be Down sail, the sheathed =~bor uncov~r,
Stephen brightened for the first time that fore she could sit up, and weeks longer For the stress of the voj"a;;o has pass~d;
day.
1
iii!;h ::i~~:=~:e~~t~,~:~~;~t.
It seemed to Stephen, look:ng back, ere she came down stairs, thin, white,
that his love for lliilly had begun when shrunken~-a ~ere shadow and wreck of i There's but. a faint sobbing seiward,
the bloommg little beauty who walked I While the calm of the tide deepens leeward,
he was a boy of five and she was a baby
so gayly up Love lane at N.,d Hallett's j A11dbeholdl like th3 welcoming quiver,
in the cradle. He could not recollect
side not quite a year ago.
She was Of heart-pulses throbbed through the river,
the time when he did not prefer her to patient always, and uncompluining, but
Those lights in the Harbor at last-all other girls.
At school he was her she did not ofte'n smile.
Perhaps
The heavenly Harbor at bst! _
-Patil Ham1llon l[a,yne.
knight, his sled, his jack-knife, his help,
Stephen won these infrequent smiles
always at her service.
Stephen taught
oftener
than
any
one else, and
HU.li0ROUS.
her to skate, to row. It was he who
he counted them as precious paymimt
brought her the first maple sug:ir, the
for all time and trouble spent in her serLies about L1brm1or-Ice.
first arbutus; he who took her on sleighA man of principle-The
banker.
rides, and walked home with her from vice.
?nly once did he see_ her she~ tears.
There's many ::i slip 'twixt the cup mid
church and the village tea parties. Milly
This was when, hoprng to give her th
absorbed these services not ungratefully,
pleasure, he broun-ht in the first wild
e saucer.
but as a matter of course. She had been roses of the seaso: and held them before
"Yes, my child; W cddingsd RY was
used to them from her babyhood, and her.
Suddenly a spasm passed over her i put immediately after Chooseday on purcould have almost as well dispensed with face, she gave a gasp, turned aside, and
pose."
sun or air out or her life; but sun and struggled
for composure.
Stephen
A Frenchman has at last fallen in a
air being never withdrawn, are rarely dropped the flowers as if they burned
duel.
It is thought he slipped on a
noticed or alluded to. ''Dear, good old his fingers and hurried out of the room.
piece of banana peel.
Stephen," she called him.
N vw, it is
A hot anger shot through him.
"He
"To-day is a good deal closer than
not well for a man to lavish himself on a
ha& ruined everything
for her,"
he yesterday," said Smith to Jones. "Yes,"
woman who thinks of him only as "dca.r thought.
''Even a rosClreminds her of said Jones, "it's nearer."
old Stephen."
him. Coward that he \S, They hang a
Every dog has his day, but many o1
And now Stephen was doomed to ma•n for poisoning th1o water springs,
them, from the howling which they keep
stand by and see a s~ranger appropriate
why
not
hang
him!
though
up, insist on hnving the night, too.
the object of this life-long devotion. He
hanging ia too good for such a villaia
China and Japan buy our dried apples
had sown, and another was to reap his
as he."
freely. Thus docs American industry holp
labors.
Day by day all that summer
Natures processes of cure are secret.
to swell the population of the Orient.
long the glamour grew and deepened.
It is in their depths that wounds begin
"This is evidently a clearing-out sail,"
Captain Hallctt's leave of absence seemed to heal. Gradually, as months went by,
said the captain on a yachting trip as he
of the most efastic description, permit- the renoTatrng piinciple worked in Milly.
ting him to stay the entire season at Bay- She resumed her place at home, the lit- looked around at his sea-sick passengers.
mouth. His mornings, his evenings, his tle duties and pleasures, and took up
It is a little parncioxical for people to
noons, were spent with Milly.
Stephen a 1\in the burden of life.
She was pale go to Europe to recover their health
6
sickened at the inevitable gold-banded
when they had not been previously there
still, but the paleness infolded a sweet
cap that met his cy,s whenever he enter- serenity which was no less lovely than
to lose it.
cd the house, and proved his rival in her girlish bloom.
''What do you grow c,n this land?" he
''.Milly Graves was
possession of the field. Milly greeted
inquired of the farmer who wa.s leaning
real improved since her disappointStephen kindly always, out there was t
ovc•r a fence inspecting a particularly
ment," certain severe old ladies asserted,
sense of interruption;
he felt himself
"Grow lazy,"
and
tl:ey
were
not
far
from barren piece of ground.
a third party. Then he tried staying
right.
Stephen
adored her more was the s:itisfactory reply.
away; but that was worst of all, for his
than ever.
Two years later he told
"Bees
unquestionably
possess the
love 11id not notice his absence beyond a
her so.
power of memory," says a scientific wricareles3 "vVhat ages is it since we saw
To his surprise, she WM neither astonter. So docs the man on whose neck the
you, Stephen 1" This state of a:!Iairs, of
ished or shocked, but looked in his eyes bees happen to hold a caucus.
cours<', set people to talking, but Milly
with a smile which WM sad and tender
Teacher--"Can
any boy tell at what
wa~ blushingly indignant. ••It wa~ hard,"
and sweet all at once.
time the sun rises now?" Small boy
she declared, "if a girl couldn't have a
"Doar Stephen," she said,
"this is (shrill and prompt)-"Just
the minute
pleasant friend without havi:lg such things
just like you.
Do you recollect the father calls, down at our ho.use."
said." But her pretty routings an<.lproday in Love lane, and tho rose you picktestings made little dilI<:rencc, and it was
''Ma, can I go over to S:1llic's house
ed up out of the dust?
You are doiag
generally understoo.i that th(J affair, 1f
and play a little while?"' asks four-ycarthe same thin'.s now, but
I
am
not an absolute engagement, amountod to
old Mamie.
"Yes, dear; I don't care if
not worth it, dear, not worth the picking
you do."
"Thank you, ma," was the.
"an underRtanding," whatever that may
up."
mean.
dcmu,re reply, ''I've been."
•
"Milly," said Stephen, trembling with
At last the lon 6 , lovely summer came
"This is a very healthy place,., obeagerness, "there never was a day since
to an end, as summers will. Scarlet
served a boarding mistress.
"Yes-for
I first saw you, and that was twenty-one
boaghs flamed in the forests, go!den-rod
chickens!" said a boarder.
"I have
years ago, when I didn't love you beburned along the brook-sides, the birds
boen here two years and haven't seen a
yond any other living thing.
Pick you
flew, and with t::cm Captain Hallettpredead one yet!"
She took the hint.
up, indeed!
You, my Rose of all the
!Jared for flight. His orders had come to
Nine
one-legged
men
played 11,
world! Can you not love me a little bit
report in Galveston, Texas, and his leave
game of baso ball against nine one-armed
in return?"
takings were hurried.
The last moment
men in Southern Illinois the other dav.
"Oh, Stephen, I do!" and the fair litwas Milly's, and though no one knew the
The one-:irmed men had tho advantage
tle fino-ers closed over his.
"There's
exact situation of affairs, it wns taken nobod 0 y in the world like you. I always
of being able to kick against the mn•
for granted that another year would bring knew that.
It's only-the
others ar~ pirc's decision.
orange blossoms and a wedding.
so much :resher, you know-fresher
and
A Relle of Jeff'erson,
Milly's own expectations were not so brighter, and-they
might make you
The flat little stucco building at G and
definite. No definite promise had passed happier than I can.
You're quite sure
Fourteenth streets, which is being pulled
between her and her lover; but she you really want me?
Then 1'11 do my
down this week, has a history. It if.I
trusted him and waited brightly and best.
Why, Stephen, how happy you
said that President Jefferson opened a
hopefully.
Letters came and went; the
look."
public school there in 1805, after his secscarlet boughs burned into asheg and fell
"Happy! I should think so, whe• I've
ond election,. relinquishing its use ait1 a
to the ground in pale heaps; then came
got
e.,-erything
I ever wanted
in
»table for that purpose. It was there
snow and the winter, to be in turn
my life,"
cried
Stephen.-P.ittabu1·g
that he kept his horse nnd pc,rhaps his
scourged away by the whip of the fierce
I,ead81'.
carriage, or whl"eled vehicle of some sort
New England
spring.
Still Milly
waited; but not so brightly now, for the
Au Explanatlon,
-no doubt the same historic horse on
letters came less regulariy than at first.
"What was that great racket I heard
which he rode from MonticeUo to the
By and •by they ceased altogether. in your ,vo11d-shcd after you got home Capital, and then back again on the momWeeks passed without a word.
Milly, from fishing last night t" asked one ing of his inanguration aud rode up to
with visions of yellow fever and Indi. 11111 Estelline small boy of another.
the Capitol, where, tradition says, he
chasing each other across her terried
"It WM me swingin' the buggy whip dismounted and hitched him to the pickbram, wrote and wrote again, but no for fun," the other rep lied.
et fence till after the ceremony.
presage of the real danger which threat"But 1 • heard
somebody jumpin'
The reason why Jefferson• rode on
cned glanced over until
one
day, around, too!"
horseback, by the way, does not appear
opening the newspaper, this met her
"Oh, that was pa seeing if he could to have been his simplicity or his econeyes:
jump over the wash-boiler and two omy, for he was both an extravagant and
''At Galveston, Texa.•, by the Rev. Pierr0 tubs.,,.
a ceremonious man; but because it was
St. Cloud, assisted by ;he Rev. Thomas Dix,
"But who wa.g it yelled so like the at that time about the only way in which
Captain Edward llallett, U. S. A., and
11 m:m could get through the mud of VirBlancho Emily, only daughter of the Jato deuce?"
"Why every time he made an extra ginia to Washington, and through the
Pi!'rro St. Cloud of Pilatki, Flo:·ida. No
cards."
high jump ho would holler kinder in knee-deep mud of Pennsylvanh
avenue
Mrs. Graves upstairs head no sound, fun. you know. "-Boll.
to the Capitol.- lYashington Post.
outskiTts, and to Squil'e AUen•s
gate, where the rest c,f the }Xlrty were
waiting.
There were good-byes to say,
divisions to make. Mr,,. Allen was intent on securing to each person his or
her own basket, Kilty Felton was counting teaspoons, Stephanie hunting for a
missing plate. In the midst. of thc,sc researches Stephen came up with the
children.
He looked ·weary, acd r,ut
Nanny into her mother's arms with an
air of relief, disregarding
the drov,sy
proteJt which she uttered.
"What a lovely rose, Stcphe11!" !aid
some of the girls.
"Whtre did you find

Environment.
Can the wild swan harried. by hawks,
And huuted and chased from rest,
Over deserts and bleak fields driven
From thu quiet of his nest
Where he nevo,rmay pause a wing1Vhere life bath no clear, cool springCan he flee, think'st thou and sing,
Vvith broken wing!

Life.

A WAYSIDEFLOWER.

They were walking down "Love Lane"
in a gay, chattering procession--girls
-with laurel-wreathed
hats, young men
bearing shawls and baskets, a matron or
A large trade is done in exporting
timber from America to Australia, which two; last of all Stephen Fulton, n child
gets most of her wood from other coun- on either side of him, and in his arms
Nanny Forsythe half
asleep.
tries. In 1885 there were imported into little
New South Wales nearly 67,000,000 feet Wherever Stephen went children folof timber, valued at $2,291,000.
Of lowed, led by attraction irresistible as
this amount 23,000,000 foet were from that which draws iron filings to the magthe United States, a larger quantity than net. Grown people could not understand
from any other country. New Z2aland this attraction, but the little ones never
comes next in the amount and value of mistook about it. Sleepy as she was,
Nanny's small hand kept patting his
the import, and British America third.
Norway furnishes the largest share of shoulder as they went along, and her
dressed timber, and our Consul at Syd- voice cooed words of drowsy endearment
ney, }I.fr.Griffin, thinks that this is occa- which made Stephen smile, gloomy as he
sioned by the low price of labor in that felt that day. Each cheerful reply to
country. The imports from the United the children's questions cost an effort;
States consist principally of pine and but he spoke cheerily all the same, and
tried to keep his eyes from wandering
redwood from the States and Territories
on the Pacific slope. The sawmills of forward to where Captain Hallett walked
California, Oregon and Washington Ter- by the side of Milly Graves, with his
ritory rank among the foremost in the handsome head very near hers, and his
world, and are cqui ppc\l with the best voice murmuring low sentences inaudible
and latest improvements
in milling to the rest of the party. Many glances
machinery. The sawed timber of the were sent back at this couple from those
Pacific slope is often 150 feet in length. in advance, for Neal H: lle~t was the
Preparations are being made for its ship- novelty of the moment, a hero and a
mentin larger quantities than ever not only stranger; and the girls, who were only
to Australia, but Japan and other coun- too well-disposed to pull caps for him,
tries. The men who own timber land thought it "quite too bad" of Milly to
in Australia are very jealous of the popu- absorb his attentions as she had done all
larity of the American woods, and strong day.
But, after all, what could Milly, what
efforts ar1Jbeing made to have the government increase the tax upon the tim- could any girl, do, when an all-conquering
captain takes up his position at her
ber imports. They want the present duty
of 48 cents per hundred foot increase<l to side in early morning and never leaves it
$1. 25. The cxc.ise they make for want- until late afternoon 1 It is not in girl naing this protection is that the American ture to resist such tribute, and Stephanie
wood takes fire too easily. It is likely De Witt, in front, was partly justified in
that this effort will be successful, an<.l calling it "a desperate flirtation," although I fear the pout with v,hlch she
we will thus lose another very important
1poke was due rather to amoui· propre
market.
than outrai;:-ed morals. But on Milly's
8hoppi11g in China.
aide it was not all flirtation.
For all her
The foreigner in China who goes om merry, saucy ways, she was a sensitive,
"shopping" usually loads his "boy," as crcd•1lom creature, just the woman to
his native servant is cnllcrl, with neck- give "gold for dust," and stake her all
laces of copper "cash," of which twelve in that unequal barter so common in this
hundred equal a dollar. They are small w:irld of misunderstood values.
disks of metal with square holes punched
Her fair cheeks were flushed and her
out of the centre, through which they arc lohie eyes full of shy excitement as they
~trung together.
walked along, talking about-dear
me,
The foreigner enters any shop he please8 whom do people talk about when they
and turns over the wares at random. The are young and of different sexesi Capahopkeeper, lost in gaping wonder at the tain Hallett's fine eyes said more than bis
strange aspect of the "foreign devil,"
tongue; his martial mustache seemed to
docs not ask him to Luy. But if the give point and value to mere nothings.
foreigner means business, then there He carried n lithe little cane with which
fo1\ows a scene of wrangling and cha.lter- he emphasized his sentences; now cut~ng.
"How much?" asks the customer, ting tho air, now beheading a mullein, in
a way which Milly thought fa$clnating.
handling some article.
And then L0ve Lane was sucll a pretty
"Ten tollale" (ten dollars).
"Oh!" (moving away) "that is too spot, the Te!J' place to be elO(Juent in.
Its winding turns were hedged with
much."
fragrant growths- woodbine, brier,swect
"How much will give?"
fern and bay. Overhead the trees met
"Why, about three dollars."
"Can do l can do!" is the joyful ac- and clasped in shady arches. Here and
there a pink honeysuckle glinted in the
cent.
The next time the foreigner learns to network of green, or a train of shimmeroffer a fifth of the sum asked, instead of ing clematis. The pure primrose !i15ht
of a cloudle.a sunset sifted down throu'>'h
a third.
the canopy of bon 6 hs; a light brc;ze
The chaffering is carried on through
~n interpreter, unless both customer and stirred, full of delicious smells. It was
trader speak pidgin Engiish.
When it like an eTening in fairy land.
Suddenly a turning brought them to a
comes to paying, the '·boy" takes ofI one
of tho heavy necklaces of "cash," and fem-clad bank, aga'nst which, set in a
unstrings a few huu<.lreds of the clumsy frame work of tremulous verdure, stood
one rosa of perfect wild wood pink,
corns.
There is no gold coinage, and the little poiscJ. at tip of a cluster of vivid leaves.
silver in circulation is viewed with sus- It was like an enchanted queen, :Milly
picion by the small tradesmen.
Each •thought.
''How beautiful!" she cried; but even
i;ilver coin is fingere<.l, chatted about and
disputed over until the paying becomes es the words left her lips the restless cane
flew through the air, fLcked the rose
annoying.
The foreigner, therefore,
from it stem, and sent it into the dusty
takes his "cash'' boy with him.
road, a little whirl wind of broken leavoa
A Price Upon llis Hoall.
accompanymg its fall.
"What a pity?" she said,involuntarily.
He was a noted desperado.
He had
"It's only a wild rose, you know," surkilled 38 men in open combat, to say
prised.
nothing of those he ha<.l shot from be"But don't you like wild roses¥"
hind doors. Yet he was rich, prosperous
"Oh, yes; but there are so many of
aud respected and kept his own hearse.
There was nothing in his appearance to them that it is hardly worth while to
indicate his desperate character except waste sentiment on a single one," nnd
that his coat was unusually gored at the the captain showed his fine teeth in a
waist. Yet there a price was set upon amile that was the lenst bit cruel.
Milly sighed and cast a regretful look
his head,
Her gentle nature folt for the
It was not a large price, an· things behind.
fair despoi.ed thing. But, after all,
considered.
It was printed con~picuously upon a there were plenty of wild roses, us Capticket which decorated the band of his tain Hallett said, and presently she forgot her sympathy and its cause. Another
siop-!hop sombrero, and which read:
"Tbh style. fifty cents. "-Free Presa. turning in the lane brought them to the
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"MALINGERING.'"

SCIENTIFIC SCRAPS.
nearest to them on the
Easy M:athemati~.
walks mt1king brails.
The marks not
A farmer spends $18 per yeu for toBy a new French method of diagnosis
How- Pine Trees
are Brought
wanted are pe.mitted to float by to th, Sold!ers
Who
F 8 igned
Sick•
bacco, and his wife spend• $2 per year the condition of the eye is accurately esto Market
in the Northwest.
ropes below.
ness to Get Out of the Army.
for shoes. How much more does her sboe11 timated in sounds sent through a sort of
cost than his tobaccoi
ohone placed ngainst the eyeball.
01 ives as Footl.
.Hauling the Logs on S!e:ls to Dammed
It is t,,·enty-eight feet from a certain
Prof. Sanson, a French biologist, conThe extent to which the olive is nsea A Surgeon's Account of an Attempt That
kitchen. door to a wood-pile, and 3358 eludes that the use of animals is more
Ravines- Formation of a BoJm,
varies greatly in different countries.
In
was 1TotSuccassfuL
from tile same door to :~ corner grocery. economical than that of steam engines in
northern countries it is used chiofly as a
The lop-gcr~• harvest nnd means of relish eaten Ly itself, or as a sauce, seaA "Surzeoa of the Tenth" says in the How much longer will
. hit take th a man to '.!ascswhere the power required docs nol'
~ Press: It was supposed that walk to the wood-p1let an to h o grocery,
~xceed tliat of twenty horses.
getting his crop from the pinerics to m:u·- soning or stuffing for meats. fow 1s or Detroit Free
f
:ketis, perhaps, as little understood as g,1me. It is on the t'lhbs of the rich now and thou a volunteer would become cst imating th at he walks t re,\l e~t ya'
A ·bot:micn.l phenomenon in which the
any other great industry in tlw lant.l, whut the Frnnch call u hors d'reuvreso disgusted with army life, and so home• second?
If it takes
boy twenty-:tl:re minutoo [){'Opie of Leominster, E• cg 1an a, t ak 0
II
aays the St. Paul Pioneer-Press. Ernn that is, a side dish or tau le superfluity. sick to see his friends, that he would take to cut three stii:ks of wood to get supper pride, is a pair of trecs--an oak a nd an
1ilose residinii in tha lo2gin 0c, dislricts But it is far otherwise with the 1)0or in
ll • l
f
·1 d d
d t·o and
ash-which
aJJpear tn have but a sing:e
n r1s
an
a 1len have by, how long will it take him next morn- brunk. Tliey grow too"cther for about
Who are Dot ~ en0rrac,edV 1·n•, tl1e bus1·ucss the south of Enro 11Je, to whom it is an im- d
t (S
"' o pcr1
1
1., t ~, eg1:aeo
"
,
• ,
eser • .,._s_, <.'O ors, u Lew P P
ing to walk three miles in the country to four feet, and then divide .
•hnve little idea of how the pine logs portant ilrticle of diet. In ancient times heen mlde aware of the great amount of meet a circus eomiog- to town¥
th'ey see floating clewn the Mississippi, the poor m:1lle a::i e:1tire meal of brcl\d malingering in the S('rTice from 1863 to
A cook hires out-at :i;a per week, and
The coldest place known is at WerkhoSt. Croix, Chippewa, and other ri~crs and oliv,)s. It i~ still the same in some the close of the war. 1.'llerc were men when Saturday comes she has broken janck, Siberia, observations m11de during
leading from the pineries arc gathei-cd parts of Europe, where,: pcasn.nt thinks who were too proud or to• cowardly to $4 .
worth of dishes. How much is 1885 giving the mean t~mperature of tho
80
and rafted. The pinerie3 of the north- himself prepared for a journey with u desert, and yet who were determined to due her, and how on earth did the mis- y-car as one degree Fab.renhe1t, of the
west arc located on and about the great piece of bread under his arm null a hand- get out of th 1 army. The only way open tress find out that she had broken any• month of Jan nary as 56 dcgi-ccs below
watershed where the Mississippi, its ful of olives in his pocket. In southern to them was to affect some ailment, and thingj
;r;ero,and the lowest temperature of tile
tributaries, and the tributaries of L:ike Italy n~ meal is made without olives. of course I was sooner or later brought in
A young lady who is out with her beau ,ame month a~ 90 degrees below.
Superior find their source. The main The olive merchants pas, reguhr:y at to close contact with them. The first five drinks four gla,ses of soda water at five
A remarkable case is r2ported from
shed, which divide~ the St. Louis, Little supper time through the poorer quarter? men discharged from my regiment for dis- cents each; two glasses of ginger ale at Central Warwickshire,
England.
A
Black, and the other rivers on the north of the city.
ability recovered so speedily after secur- five cents each; cats three dishes of ice- child, five years old, hll-cleaten a large
side from the Mississippi, St. Croix,
It is the Spanish habit to eat olives at iog their discharges that I became a butt cream at ten cents each; four pieces of quantity of green sorrel, took a drink of
Chippewa, and other rivers on the south the end of a meal, but not too many-. of ridicule.
Indeed, two of them re- cake valued at thirty cents, and throws wapy water the next day, and soon folside,has branch sheds ex.ending llctwee11 Tiircc or four arc usually thought enough, mained about camp aad plied their pro- out a hint for a box of candy worth fifty lowed by death.
.A. post mortem examthe streams flowing south down to their or if they are very good one may eat a fessioos as gamblers, and made no secret cents. What does she cost him in all?
ination showed
that poisoning had
eonfluence, and between the streams on dozen. An Italian author recommends that they had fooled me.
A tramp tackles a farm-house, and a resulted from oxalic acid set free from
the north side clown to Lake SupMior.
the preserving of Span:sh olives-th:it is,
One of my toughest cases was that of a dog tackles the tramp. The tramp passes t.he sorrel by the alkali of the soap.
The shed and branches are high enough of those grown on Italian soil-but
pre- priv.ite soldier named French.
He had over thirty-two rods of ground per minAt the sea level, where the atmospheric
to furnish head for a stronrr current, and fcrs those C!l-llcd St. Francis, which is served from June, 18Gl, to April, 1862, ute, while the dog passes over forty-eight pr~ssurc is about fifteen pounds per square
from the heacl,leadi'lg down to the main common at Ascoli, where it attains the and was well spoken of by his officers. rods. How long will it take the dog to inch, water boils at 212 degrees. At
streams, arc a multitude of creeks,
size of a walnut. It is, however, gener- He was a tidy man, enthusiastic in the overhaul him1
Argenta, Montana, where the pressure
brooks and mere ravines. These last arc ally agreed among gourmets that the line of duty, and hac1 been selected for
Four boys who are on a visit to their of the atmosphere is considerably less,
all utilized by the loggers.
A series of smaller olives are best for eating. The promotion.
One day he attended sick aunt discover a cake of maple sugar the boiling point of water is about 200
sluice dt:ms are constructed along each manner of treatment has, nevertheless, call, explaining that he had not been weighing five pounds and eleven ounces. degrees. On Mont Blanc it is 187 deilrcek, brook and ravine, and each dam perhaps something to do with the coarse feeling well for three or four days past. What will each boy's share be if equita- grees. In a vacuum it is aboat 98 deis put in shape in the fall ot the year to qu3lity of the Spanish olive when found He had the general look of a man under bly divided 1
grees, according to the perfection of th~
eollect water for use in the spring. After in the peninsula.
O'.ives are prc~en·ed a slight fever. I gave him some mediIf a saddle-horse has caused the death vacuum.
the dams arc repaired and in shape the in Italy, as elsewhere, in weak lye or cine and told him he would be all right of four different ladies who were advcrInvestigations by Dr. R. Von Helm.
crews of men are set
to
work brint:. They arc also b:-uisecl, stuffed 111 in a day or two, but next morning word tised by their doctors to try the sac1dla holtz, described to the Bcriio Il >ya! Socutting- pines and piling the logs in coo- the Bordeaux manner or dried.
came co me that he was ill in his tent. I for exercise, how many ladies could have ciety, confirm the statements that the
venient localities.
When
the snow
In Eastern countries, whence the olive went over to sec him and found his fever been decently killed in half the time by formatio:i of cloud in saturated air is incomes the work of hauling the piles in came, the fruit forms s!ill au important increased and his appetite gone. I was ridrng over rail fences in buck-boarr1s~
duced solely by particles of du-t,and that
the pioeries to the dammed ravines be- article of diet. A traveler relates that I surprised that the powders had not
John has an orange, nnd six boys lick the finer and sparser are the dust par•
I
gins. For this purpose imm !nse sleds, he founcl delicious a meal of eggs, olives checked the fever, but prescribed others their chops and want him to divide. Ha ticles the more slowly is the cloud formed.
I
hauled by four or six very heavy horses and grapes offered him by the monks of 'and decided not to have him removed to cats it by himself, seeds, rind and all. These remits are also confirmatory of
-0r as many oxen, are used. 'I'hesc sleds the monastery of }\fount Libanus.
It is I the hospital for a day or two. Re had Ilow many pieces would he have had to Prof. Tyndall's explanation that the blue
are from twelve to fourteen feet wide, traditional in the Catholic church that 'no complaint to make, and this was divide the orange into, in case he had color of the sky is due to floating dust.
and sometimes as many as 100 logs are the monks living in the desert fed prin-1 greatly in his favor. Next day the fever been a flat, to give each boy a piece!
The carefully compiled list of Prof. C.
hauled at a load. The piles of logs are cipally on olives. Throughout Turkey, was a little worse than before, and the
G. Rockwood, Jr., reports 71 American
nd
seldom more than three miles from the A•ia Minor, Greece and othet· countries ·man began to look pretty haggard.
I
Wo erful Anatomy.
earthquakes for 1885, fi,re of th" number
are some
things
enough being doubtful.
ravine, so that many Joad s ar-! h aulc d ab~ut t I1e Jl~ctr1tcrraoean t h ~ or1ve_h as rn- orJered his removal to t h e :egim~nta 1 to There
the civilized
man
whichfamiliar
the credulity
Of the total the Canaby each teamster in a day. The logs arc mamed, as m the most ancient times, a hospital, and set myself about ma vigordian provinces furnishes 8; New Engd
dumped from the sleds on the ice and substantial article of food and a ncccs- ous manner to break the fever, which vf a cannibal of the Pacific lslau s re- land,
., the .Atlantic States, 9; the
5
•
t o ti 1e t01·1·mg was clearly intermittent.
scaled.
Scaling is a logger's term f or snry means o f existence
A week from fuses to take in. Evidently the refl.ec- Mississippi Valley, 3; the Pacific Coast
mensurini:r a 100" to ascertain how many ! millions. -San F'ranci.~coChronicle.
th d h
t k
icl I had ade no tion, "What a piece of work is man!"
Al 1
~
e ay e was a en s c
m
has never been forced upou his mind, of the United States, . 34 ;
as m, 2 ;
feet of lumber it contains. The scaling
progress, and was about to order his re.
.
Mexico 1 · Central America 2; the West
is done by skilled men, and with scaling
Ben1>fit of a S,>on-~e Ilalll.
moval to the hospital at Alexandria when though he_may _often have dmed, wi th . Indies ' . 'Ecuadn
1 · Pe/u and Chili,
.clipper., or log rules. The logs come
A. ~rominent physi~ian, speaking_ of I received a pointer. One of the much sat1sfactlon, off a well-roasted i
h 'A'2
t· R'
bl' 1 C sifted
t d ·t
th t h had acc1· specimen of humanity.
.A.mong tho. 3; t e rgen me epu. ic, :
.as 2 .
from the Pl ·ucrics al't cut in uniform sp(•cia1 baths and their uses, mcu,_w_ns
nurses
repor
e
,o
me
a
s
e
,
•
startl1'ncr
sto1·1·es
told
of
•vl1ite
men
in
the
by
seasons,
24
came
rn wm_ter, 2 in
len iiths-1'1, lG, 20, 21 and 28 feet. The the sponge b•1th,. the form of batnmg d t JI
I
d Fr
h 1 l vastin,,.
•
0
~
en
a
y
o
,serve
enc
s
YY '
o
.
•
"
d
h
d"
.
sprino14
in
summ~r
and
11 m autumn.
caliper t,ikes the diameter of the log I ·wher" the water ~s applied. to tl~e surface his medicines. I could hardly credit it in Pacific, there is one of an ol
an
m
"'
and indicates on the rule the number of I th rnugh th c mcclium of clo th or spon(T: a man like him, but decided to set a Fiji, who had a cork leg ao d who once
When Animals Roar.
th
feet of lumber according to the length.
no part of
e body bcmg plunged rn . watch on his movements. Iu 24 hours I . fou nd himself in th e ha nd s of th e naThere is an almost universal belief that
th
th
In the spring the accnrnnlation of water
e w~ter •. ,Ile says c _pr_ttcti~cof ?s-1 was assured ot several things.
He was, I tivcs, at a time when th ey wcr_e appar- the lion roars when he is hu:1gry, and in
from the fall and winter ruins and snows tematic, d,my sponge ba th rng 15 one gff- in the first lace eat in,,. only enough to ently intent upon th e preparation of a a wild state when in search of prey, but
0
l
inountold
benefits
to
the
followers.
?
.'
·
h
1·1- th
i's sufficient to carry th c Iogs away w Ii•JC1
°
.
, barclv sustarn hnnself 1 althou_:;h I could m eQl
"· .
. th .
k t
d the writer ventures to say t at, 1 ,e
e
have been piled on the ice.
Let a person, not over st rong, sub.1ect to 'find ~o reason wh • he should not be hunHe did not h 1ce eir 1.00 -~ a ~11' ~o I bear's hug and other almost proverbial
The slnicc-chms
are accordingly
frequent colds fr,,m sight exposure, tho I o-r when his foJcr was off. He was he was ~ery much exercised _rn his m1~d I ex·Jressions of the kind, the idea is al1
• • b •
victim 0f chronic cabrrh
sore th routs \ "' Y
. .
.
at the s1rrht
of an oven, m an acttvo
, ,.
,
l nnc1 t h e wor 1~ of ·,einvmg
openeL,
cgms.
.
. '
.
' deliberately wasting my med1cmcs mf O
t·
t .d th h
togethn· erroneous.
Prouau 1y certam
The driving process is accomplished by etc., bep;rn th c practi~e of fakrng_ 11 , stead of swallowing them, nnd nbout once st ate O . prepnra ion, ou SI e
e ouse verses in the Bible, mere especially in the
th
crews of men ·who follow the lo;;s as they sp_ongc b_a evc7 mornrng, commencrng in six hoLirS he was forcing himself to he was m.
.
f
. d d'd Psalms, such as "the lion roaring after
float down to the mai11 .~!reams and pre- with tepid water rn a warm room (not swallow somethinrr which was terribly
However, his presence o mm
l j their prey" etc., and pas:;;agcs of a simith
d
vcnt or break log j:ims or gorges.
The hot), au following
e sponging wifa disa Teeable to him. During my next not_ desert him. He _called for _food,, lar nature' ha'l"e given rise to this impresnext place of interest in the tmnsit of friction tha_t will prod ucc fl warm glo~ I call ie asked to be sent to Alexandria,
which wa~ broug~t h1'.11, and, with &, sion. But, let it be askeu, would so
the log is the boom. It is at the boom over the sk1_nand then ta.ke five m~nutcs I and I said nothing to lead him to suspect large cro~d watchrng him, he began to I cunning an nnimal as the lio·', when
th
that the logs arc put int;i brai s to be brisk walk m e open au·. See if you that I had any doubts of bis being a fit eat heartily:
~etwec~f enry fi m~ut~ft j hungry and in search of his <li11ner, be•
:floated down to the raftrng-grounds,
do not return with a _good appet_ite for : tient for the hospit&l. I wanted to h~ struck his c Mp-km e so . rm y lll o tray his approach and put every living
breakfast
After
havrng
used
tcptd
wapa
.
his
cork
leg
that
1t stood upright.
Tho
. h'm nn. ~s or. tl 1e spo t th orplaced in rafts, nncl pushed by s'.eamers
•
wateh him a little lon,.,.er.
I left a new
.
.
. h creature wit
1
0
•lilown the MississiJ)pi. A brief descrip- ter for a few mornino-s1 lower the temper. .
. h
fi d nahTes watched thc8C proceedrngs wit
ll
th
. .
b
k'
the
1
0
aturc of the bath until cold water can be supply of medicuie, whic was so xc
intense astonishment, and were eTidently' foug ty n c ~ 111v_itvlc,h_
y ~~ 1~g As
tioo of the St. Croix boom will give an
.•,. .
.
that he could take it himself. While he
'Id red
ores ec110 agam w1 1 H ro~:·rng,
·
idea of all the large booms of th<J north- born~ -w1Lhimpunity.
. .
claimed to be vcr woak, he was still able much bewi e • .
.
sureclly not; for a more ccrtam muthod
Wost. Tile St. Croi.v boom commences
The dailv cold sponrrinrr of a sens1tin
Y
When he had :ll.mshed his mel\l he very
f
.
h'
Id not possibly
~
to move about and dress and ll11dress
h'
d
e scaring
s prey 11e con
.
1
1eg, !\n com.- adopt
, 1
• throat
or
wd. olten result
.
. th e d ay h e ma d e & pre- deliberately
e~pecially
four miles and a half ue
ow .,,,,.
1uar.ne, 1s
. r
. lun;;s
.
cl most sat. , , himself.
Dumig
d h'
, Ifunscrewed
t
b 1s n
t thi
as
· All quarlrupcds ' more
•
'
1
st
O
1
five miles long, terminating two and a is_.actonly if persi ent.y an cousc.e~- I ten"c of takift" the medicine, and durin!? pose
imse
b um er.
u
s w, the deer tribr, well know and dread the
0
half miles above Stillwater, and is 011 tious IY f O IIowe d • Th e co ld • ar.' te - brcal·
' c- the ~nig-ht he poured ID06t of the contents- too much for them; they rushed out ol. voice of their natural enemy. Even do~1 t
bath should howc,·Pr be
the house, and allowed him a clear pasthe west side of the main channel of the
:1s. sponge
.
'
·'
ef the tumblcro1t. t&e ground.
mestie animals inslinctive'.y recognize
St. Croix river. It is practically an in- avoided by the weak pers~o and the ones \ The next morl'ling I gave orders t-0 sage to where his horse was.
and show fear on henring- the cry of a
th
-dcsurJ into which the logs are clriv,·n, whos: lungs ar~ al- eady c.1seaSecl,as . : have him thoroughly searched, and the
Scene at an Ai>e'., Death-Be<l.
wild bca;t.
In India the sportsman
made into brails, let out at the foot and reaction followrng m ght not _be st1_0.~,, result justified our suspicions. The man
In his recently pub!ished treatise on .vhen out in camp during tho hot weather
delivered to the owners. The inclosnr,i enough to prevent colds which m1g,1t was malingcriag.
He had made himself the anthropoid apes, Prof. Hartmann of months often finds himself far away from
is made in this way: A row of piles, ex- hasteu fatal results. Anoth1Jr use of ~he I
a 1 t of pill; composed of government the Berliu Univereity tells a touching towns and villages, in some wild spot in
1
tending nbove medium water about sev- cold ba th is tr>iu d ucc slee1 , by calling :!p
:ud rancid fat from government story of a large monkey wl11ch belonged the depths of the jungle. Here th c st ill_
en feet, line the west shore, nnd anot!1er the.blood t.o the surface; th:i co~gcsfoll pork, and was taking one abeut every to the Zoological Gardens of Dresden. ness of the night is const;mtly_brok~~ by
row of piles line the west cd.;e of the hmm is relieve~ and sle~p co~10s_m coo- I four hour.,. More than that, he was Mafuca, as she was named by Herr the calls of various creatures rnlia.>1tmg
main channel.
Attached to the row of se~n~_ncc. It is o~ thts p~mctple 1th; swallowin"' the juice of plug tGbaccc, in Schopf, the Director of the gardens, Wl\ll the neighborrng forest-the
<leep solcrnu
piles are rontinuou~ floating walks,made
w1n,hng of the l_egl~ a col ~vet e ot 'sufficient ~u rntity to sicken a horse, and a e1sona"e of 11olite manners. Sho hoot of the horned owl, the sharp call of
O
of hc-avy, strong planks.
Across th:J proves so eflic[:c1ons m provokrng sleep. I t
d _:i f my mc<licmc was passinopld bl
h .
, with
handker- the ~potted deer, or the louder bell ol
II
f - Wasl.mqto,i Stnr.
no one iop o
o
-rrou
ow e1 nose
B
th - f ·1·
d
f
f• l ,_
oot o tw uoom 's stretched a row o
• ·----his lips. We had such a pl in case on chief, put on her o"n boots, wring out the samlmr.
ut
esc am1 iar soun s
t
011d
logs, faS ene,J
to end , for th e pur-•
S1•ndi11g Flowers hr Mail.
him that he could •ot deny it, nor did he the linen, steal keys and open locks. attract no notice from th e domeStic unird
pose of
ainiag all logs in th c boom
Flowers to be sent by m til should be attempt to. I left new medicine with She had a cup of tea every morning, and mals iuclu d ed in th c camp ci rcle. But
th
until tlm:mgh wi t.il~m. The l~g•, . as cut in the morning Lefore the sun has had him and crave him thrcJ ll.ays to get well, one of cocoa every evening, and nt any s~ould a pan th er 0 : th ~ oppoSit_ehill call
th
th
ey come down
e nvcr are dnven m- much effect upon them. The best pack- \ and befo~·e the time was up he had re- time would fill h.:r own cup or tumbler h!S m~te,or aprowlmg tige: pasSlll~ al~ng
th
st
• t? e enclosure by a crew of men a- ing material is their own folia!!e, or in- I turned to duty. I made no report of his without spihling a drop-suggesting
at th e rll'er bank mutter his c~mplamug
th
th
tloned at e head of
e boom.
All st~ad of that any good loliao-e. The case to his captain, net wishmg to de- once a sense of propriety and of appreci- ni~ht moan, th e! one a nd all im_mecliatcalong ~he ~nati~g plank. ~ml~~ ~n -~he best, package is a tin box or cas:. Place • grade or disgrace J,im, but in the course atio11of the benragc.
Her death was ly sho'; by th eir demean~.r tn,ir th ey
shore SiLleaic men at woik t:i mg v.it.li a bit of moist brown paper at the bot- ! of a couple of weeks he fired a bullet ia- quite pathetic.
After some years' expe- recognize th e cry of a b_a st of prey.
th
•l'opes
e lo,:!ll toge~her into brnils. tor.n, lny in the :flowe.s so that they will 'ta my tent one nicrht, knocking the cap rience of the Dresden climate, she show- 1 The (,~d elephant chained up bcoea'.li th o
00
Even, loo·,.,.er
has certarn recorded marks
.
"
.
cl •f
tamarind tree stays for a moment sway• •
•
•
s11u•rlyfill the box, pnt another p1ece of ofi' my head and then made a break to ed symptoms of coosumpt10n; an , 1 un- .
.
f
10 th
w~ich arc placed on Ins logs
e pm- dar:p paper aver all, and mclose with 'run the ouat:cl and desert. He was fired able to realize the progress of the disease, mg !us ~e~t body ba~kwa rd ~,tt 1 . orth
,eries. The m~n on_ e plank walk are the coTer. If oiled }l'lpcr is at hand the up"n by "two m :n, and both their bullets she was quite conscious when it was ward , and hStens aUentively: His neighnea_rly nil cl1v1cledmto squalls, each ~f box can be lined with it, and l'l.O dnmp infl:cted mortal wou,rls.
drawing to a close. She would scarceiy bor, a gray Arab ~or~l', with p_nck:d·wl:11chphrces a~l tho marks of a certain pap,·r will then be ncl'<'led. A pnpcr /
.
.
allow h~r friend, D··. Schopf, who nurs- 11pears, gazes uneasily m the dnect10n
logger m a bm1l. A few 1:ods apart nrc wrapper about th 1,. x, s,·curcly tied, 1 A little girl, visiting a ne:ghhor with ed her throu,hout her illness, to leave the S(Jund appeared to c'.>me fro1~, while
ropes cStrctcherl_from the piles nlo·1g the I completes the pnck1tr:e. DJtn[l cotton her mother, was g11z.ng curiously at t~e , her si!{ht. When the end approacht"d, the ~ogs, ju_st before lym~ pantrn? and
shore to the piles .:\long t·he channel. : i, ilften tied about the stems of the hostess' new bonuct, w!1en the ~wner • feeling her forces ebbing, she threw her motionless m the moonh~ht, sprrng to
Hanging' with their. hands to one. of , fluwers, but usually this Sllpply of moist· queried: ''Do you I.Jrn 1t, Laurai" . Tl'.e 1, arms around his neck, kissing h.m re. their feet with bristling backani lowered
these ropes and stleppmg on the flo:i,t11:g ur, is too o-reat for them w!v•n closed .innocent repirn,l: "lV!Jy, mother smd it.
t dl held out her hand to rrrasp hi tail, and wit'i growls of fear disapp-e11r
0
logs ai·c two or t 1r~e men cugagea rn :
wa.~ a perfect fright, u-1t it don't sca,:e ·1 pea e Y,
.
under the tent fty.-Chambsir'a
JourAal.
,sorting out the riart1cular marks wanted from the air, and causes dee y.
!I me
l"
and fell back lifeless.
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PUZZLE

CORNER.

r.-SKELETON
SCRIPTURE.
T-e c-y w-s p-e g-d, 1-e u-o c-r g-s .... ad h-s s-s s-1 s-e h-m, a-d t-y s-1 s-e h-s f-e.
2.-WORD
SQYARE.
1, A girl's name.
2, An arched place for baking.
3, Part of a harness.
4, A girl's name.
ELLA.

3.-POETICAL
ENIGl\IA.
Composed 114 letters.
My 72 82 93 29 108 8 was the poet who
wrote my 85 22 81 19 53 33 42 So 95 46
114 35 78 IOI III 106 70 37 5.
My 6 2 76 68 63 104 97 was the author
of my 50 40 74 41 16 48 57 100 30 14.
My 27 15 81 26 23 83 90 69 108 64 was
written by my 19 89 62 20 56 II2 5; also
my 21 44 17 +o II3 38 17 101.
My 51 79 87 58 +7 16 was the author of
my 6o 65 3 1 77 2 5 30 19 19 IO 78 43 59i
also a sonnet by the same 102 45 91 10 37
92 24 25 28.
My 23 12 54 71 41 18 67 is a poem by
my 11 37 75 61 47 91 107 108 105 who
also wrote 43 16 35 36 94 +9 103 69 7 50
59 35 30 19.
My 55 39 32 IO 9 was one of the finest
poets of the Bible.
My 72 86 q 98 37 55 109 76 13 110 69
82 was a poet equally celebrated in prose,
and my 34 37 35 58 17 75 56 84 is one of
his sweet little poems.
My 74 52 66 86 IOI 19 2 84 3 17 78 73
73 88 30 92 99 41 II4 1o6 II 1 is a poem
by my I 96 25 21 8 10 4 89.
My whole is a quotation from Longfellow.

look to-day, if honor, charity, truth, fidel- how carefully he takes the little ones over,
ity and temperance entered into the heart one by one that they shall not fall into the
of the political life of our land.
water, and when th~y arrive at the place
where the tjug-out 1s left they are seated
and he paddles them safelv across the lake.
We should like to see the time come How the approach of darkness prevents
when no man would be allowed to go to their finding the landing and the trail to
their clearing; of the night in the woods,
the polls and vote while under the influ- the refreshing sleep by the big pine log,
ence of liquor, but such a law will never undisturbed by the denizens of the forest,
be passed so long as political wire pullers the early rising and short journey to their
new home, the joyful welcome of the next
are sent to our legislature.
Such a law family, and one by one as they come how
would put an end to filling the worst kind gladly are they received and assisted.
Two years of toil, of trials, of poverty
of human beings, from the slums of our
large cities, ·with rum ahd then carting and pinching want pass, till the mi.lls are
built at the head of the village. Then even
them to the polls to defeat the will of the their trials are not over. Long years of
sober, industrious people of this country. sacrifice and toil m11st elapse before they
-Labor
Advocate.
f,,lly enjoy a competence and enter into
the fruits of their labors. But it comes at
CENTEXXIAL
BY JUDGE

HISTORICAL

ESSAY.

C. F. WHlTMAX.

degradation, was earnestly and most emphatically discussed for more than one
hour by him, setting forth plainly in a
very clear and distinct manner facts that
left deep impressions on the minds of his
hearers.
He was enthusiastically
cheered
as he dealt fearless blows on the adversaries
of truth, sobriety, and the honest demands
of his fellow-men.
He gave a clear, and
....-e belie\'e authenticated,
account of the
political growth of temperance as is represented by the prohibition
party movement.
\Ve bclie\'e l\Ir. Eustis to be an
earnest and sincere advocate of those principles he repre~ents, and hope that he may
be permitted to continue successfully the
course that we trust may terminate in the
suppres;;ion of all dishonest traffics in
la~. few years after the mills were built
the first school house rose into dew in '·this rum-cursed land of ours. "-G. C. C.
the center of the settlement on a zig-zag
East Hebron.
road, and Job Eastman, (,·enerable and reAn excellent Sunday school concert was
spected name) with birchen rod took his
place in the master's seat. Xext a church held at the F. B. church here yesterday.
spire is seen. pointing 11pward toward the The exercises were ,·ery interesting.
A
heavens, where our fathers were e,·er wont
to look for guidance and protection.
At large party of old neighbors from Auburn
over twenty in all
this time the sound of the axe \\·as heard were in attendance;
in every part of the town. Clearings were which added to the interest or the occa·
made, emigrants
1110\·ed in, artizans and
siun .... A vote was taken to hire Rev. J.
tradesmen appeared, business began to
II. Bartlett, provided the requisite sum
thrhe and the people to prosper.
Xearly sixty years \\·ent by, and as the could be raised ... A general attendance
last of the old settlers were passing away at town meeting is expected ........
Geo.
fore,·er, the "·histle of the locomotive was
heard, as a new generation
in a new era Cobb, Esq., is Yery sick; some doubts of
took the place of the old. For twenty-five his recovery.-K.
years more, Xorway stands still, apparentLivermore.
ly having reached the limit of its greatness. when Spinney and \Vitherell, and
The following officers of Oriental Star
Bartlett and Chase came, and with the Lodge Xo .. 21, Livermore,),fe.,
were pubHornes and Cummings,
poured a golden r 1 111st
•
I! cl T
cl
stream of wealth into our midst, which
,c Y
a e
ues ay th e 7 th ' by P. l\L

To-day we look back one hundred years
and contemplate with joyful satisfaction
and an honest pride, the successful struggles of our fathers for existence.
The war
of the Revolution had ended and three
millions of people, scattered along the Atlantic slope from l\Iaine to Georgia, were
free. Towns had sprung up along the
coast and at fa,·orable locations on the rivers flowing to the sea. Commerce had begun to spread its white sails upon the
ocean. A beautiful country stretching
a,rny westerly to the "Father of \Vaters,"
and northwarclly to the high hills bet"·een
:.Laine and Canada, inYitecl the presence
ANSWERS
NEXT WEEK.
of the immigrant.
A magnificent
forest
===============
of soft and hard woods and snch as were has continued to flow with unabated curANSWERS TO PUZZLES OF LAST WEEKsought for building ships of war, or for rent as regularly as the weeks roll round.
1.-Hawthorne.
trade covered the land. A forest of large J~~e t~ol~~~!a~~ itfi{~ b~;!n~~~t~!:eclc~~1~\~;
2.-1, Order is Heaven's first law. 2. trees to-clay is a grand and beautiful sight, magnificent figure of $1.000,000
per anManners often m,1ke fortunes.
and nothing delights the eye more or sat- num, and the encl is not ,·ct.
3.Go with me to Yonder hill and look into
Ile sees
Methink the truth should live from age to isfies the cupuclity of man better.
It i,.fillecl with a busy people,
age,
in it farms and lands. deposits in banks, this rnlley.
where is heard the hum of industry and
As 'twere retail'cl to all posterity,
marketable stocks, accomplishment;;
for the onward march of enterprise and busiEven to the general all-ending day.
his daughters and education and position ness. At our feet lies a prosperous village
4.L
for his sons. Even to the mere student of of t\\·o thousand inhabitants, and made so
GIN
by her Hornes, her Chase, her Cummings.
GENOA
nature nothing is so impressive as a forest
her Bearce. her \\'hitcomb, her Andrewses
LINCOLN
of gigantic trees except the immediate and men like them.
Xorway village of toNOOSE
presence
of
lofty
hills
and
mountains
towda
v is what its business men have made it.
ALE
ering toward the skies. To our fathers it You have passed along our streets. You
N
have seen our business blocks filled with
was the wilderness and the home of the articles
of merchandise;
our factories
wild
beasts.
Returning
from
the
war
of
where hundreds of employees are musterANOTHER POLITICAL
TRICK.
the Revolution, from Bunker Hill where ed e,·ery morn and noon; our schools and
and newly painted dwelling
\Ve cannot refrain from putting the the British were received with ,mch spirit, churches
houses.
On e,·err hand rou see new buildmark of condemnation
upon a political that during the rest of the co!ltest, they ings in process ot' erection. It is for you
trick that came to the surface last Friday were content to carry on the war for sub- to say what all these things indicate.
night-probably
a little earlier than its in- jugation in other parts of the land; from 1. \\'e turn toward the setting sun. Here
stigators intended, as by vigorous and Saratoga where our first great victoq· was • a charming view. Farm houses are dotwon; from Valley Forge where thei; foot- tecl_ here and there u,·er the landscape,
prompt ac;tion the parties assailed were
while mountain, lake and stream beautify
able to show up the true purpose before steps in the winter's snow left traces of the scene. ~o better farms can be found
blood,
and
from
Yorktown,
where
to
him
in :.Iaine, except along the great rivers.
election clay. A large circular was addresswho was "first in war, first in peace and From these you may know what our farmed to the republican voters of the County,
ers are. I can speak with pride of all the
citizens of Xorwav, which has increased
claiming to come from a republican, as- first in the hearts of his countrymen,"
surrendered
and the war with everv year o{ my life in the midst of
sailing the character and actions of l\Ir. Cornwallis
its people. I glory in their enterprise,
Chas. H. Gilbert, their candidate for Sen- brought to a close; thev found themselves
f:l~~•,;~~!~_industry, their thrift and
ator. Doubtless this was circulated all with a country made fr~e by their sacrifices
You who have lived here, and especially
OYer the County during Saturday.
Mr. and their blood, but with little else. \Vhat
Gilbert learned of the existence of such a were they to do? Xearly all the people you who were born here. vea even vou
document on Friday e,·ening, and before were farmers or tillers of the soil. There who have come_ to-day frorn surrounding
were but few trades and these were full. towns. our r_elat,ves, neighbors and friends,
Saturday morning had prepared a circular
~1rnst feel ,nth us a pride in the characterto counteract the slanderous document, The professions were crowded. The Gov- 1;t1cs of the people of old Oxford County
ernment
at
that
time
was
not
in
condition
well
illustrated and shown here this day'.
and circulated it freely. \Ve recite these
In the mias·t of the rejoicings of the
circumstances simply for the purpose of to aid in setting the wheels of industry in
The country was in debt, the hour, we pause a moment to think of the
making this po,nt more plainly understood motion.
future and what another hundred vears
currency worthless, and trade was stao-- may present.
"•'hat of our descendants?
-that any mean, unfair and underhanded
trick resorted to for political advantage, is nant. That was before Alexander Hamil- \Ve know not ~nd_ it is idle to speculate,
but under Goe., with a faith as strono- as
worthy of only public contempt, and will ton "struck the dead corpseofpubliccred~ur fatl'.ers, I feel that they will not bt unsurely injure the perpetrators more than it it a nd it sprang upon its feet."
like their ancestors and ours of the olden

i:~::~

possibly can the assailed. In this case we
have no doubt that this attempt to ·injure
Mr. Gilbert materially increased the vote
cast for him in this County.
The authorship of the scheme is yet a-point of dispute
between democrats and republicans, and
the fact that no one wants to father it is
sufficient proof that it is unjustifiable.
As
a matter of justice to the opposing candidate, Mr. Holland, we will state that he
denies any knowledge of the matter, and
the general opinion of his acquaintances
is tha.t it would be far beneath his honor
to stoop to such work.

I

The heat of a sharp political contest is
O\'er, and at this writing the returns are
most all in. The candidates who are successful we hope will be the servants of the
whole people-not merely of the partv that
elects them, to the exclusion of all others.
We can glance back and view the field as
the smoke of battle clears away,, and see
many features of the contest that indicate
an unhealthy and corrupt condition of political life. \Ve might mention as some of
the abuses that might be dispensed withthe use· of official power for partv purposes; the favoring of corrupt ring; to secure their votes; the fostering of hatred
for the opposing party; the slandering and
defaming of all opposing caadidates; the
wlrnlesale deception used bv platform
speakers who come ostensiblv ~o enlio-htcn
the people; the teaching of the false" doctrine that to bolt a candidate or cut his
name at the polls is an unpardonable sin,
hut that all the candidates named by the
party ,nachine must be swallowed with a
smile; the dangerous teaching that party
must be supported rather than principle;
the thousand and one methods used to ininfluence, coerce and drive voters: and all
tHat tends to hamper a man in the exercise!

There was but one alternative for those t\me, whose principles and sterling qualiwho had come out of the war poor and had
:!ti~ned u_ri n,.g as the granite of
11111
families. They must move into the ,vilclerness and make their homes. Govern- "\Vhose c(rnracters of living light,
From mighty words and actions wrought,
ment and State could not compensate the And these bevond the reach of time
soldiers with moriey but they could give
Shall live iinmortal as our though't."
lands. Grants were made and tracts were
-Norway
Advertiser.
secured by purchase, by those who had
means, and a tide of emigration set in from
the more thickly settled portions of :\Iass.
and Conn., to :.Iaine, N. II., Yt. and th~
Byron.
:.Iiddle States, ,1·hich continued unabated
Frank Richmond and Freel Knapp have
till the magnificent country beyond the
started their threshing machine again this
Ohio became fully known. when "westfall. They have started down river, and
ward the star of empire began to take its
thresh in Byron, Roxbury, Mexico and
way." Like the ashes of \Vicklilfe, tranDixfield, going about three months ....
sported by the waters of the Severn to the
Many have been sick in town,but the most
sea, which swept by tide and wind over the
of them are around again .... The school
earth. carried the gospel of the Iivino- Goel
is keeping at Gum Corner, taught by Esto every country, Xew England
i~tellither R·uncllett ... Another of our teachers
gence, New England character and ~ew
has gone to Kingfield to keep school, and
England enterprise have planted freedom.
we have several schola1·s attending school
justice and righteousness
throughout
the
at Dixfield .... Our bears still love good
length and breadth of the land. Her emimutton, and some manage to get it.-A.
grant sons were first seen i1wading the
Canton Point.
forests along the Penohsr:ot, Kennebec,
Sept. 8.-Chas.
A. \Vard and wife of
Androscoggin, :.Ierrimac, Conn., IIud,on
and M~hawk rive'.-,\ next they "·ere across \Vorcester, Mass., are boarding with O. S.
the Oh10 on the '·\~ e~te,_-n _Reserve," and Waite. Mr. Ward spent a week or more
~oon beyond _the M_1ss1ss1pp1, and follow- here last season, and was much pleased
mg th_e M1ssoun through
the Rocky with our pleasant river and beautiful hills.
Moun tarns, they were stopped only by the Mrs. Ward is in \'Cry poor health and
roll _0 f ocean on the golden shores of the hopes to improve her condition by a change
from city life to our pure mountain air ....
Pacific.
But a few rods away from where these Our little folks gave a surprise party to
Lula
French, last week. 16 wen~ present
j ~~sembled thousands are now met to ccleI ,ate th ~ event, one hundred years ago and report a vc,·y good time. Supper was
served and was much enjoyed by the young
I~v~sa tr:ail and_. spotted line through the people.-II.
01 est f: om Pa, is to the lots of Joseph and

l:~:s~,-~,~~-

OUR NEIGHBORS.

l

Jona\ Stevens, Amos ~nd Jere:niah Hobbs,
George Le,sley and _Nathan Noble, situateel on the westerly side of the great pond,
a n cl following this trail were the family of
Jostelph Sftevens. In fancy I sec them now,
as 1 e a ternoon sun clouded and shut in
of_the n:o_st sacrerl prerogative of an Am- from thei_r view, is ,inking behind the
encan citizen-the
right, the pi ivilege,the western hills .. The father leads the way,
f1:e~dom to vote as he pleases.
How far ~~~~~:~~lei? :•s good wife _and three of
cl1fterent would be the picture on which we over wh· h ~I· , A~ he comes to the stream
1
ic
ey c, oss upon a fallen tree,

. · I

DIXFIELD.
SCIENCE IIILL.
Col. \V. T. Eustis of Dixfield, spoke at
Dixfield Centre Saturday, Sept. II th, to a
go cJ c1·
f
1· t
Th
o au ,en::co eager is eners,
esubject of prohibition, the irresistable and irrepressible conflict with justice to humanity, together with the hope of regei,erating
those sunk low in the depths of misery and

Byron C. \Vaite:
George Ct:.Gammon,
\V. M.; Jas. N. Atwood, S. \V.; A. G.
Timberlake,J. W.; B. C. Waite, Treasurer;
S. G •. Shurtleff,
Secretary;
Thos. N.
Spauldrng, S. D.; Jas. M. Bryant. J. D.;
J. O. Palmer, Chaplain; J. D. Thompson,
Marshall; Asa Child, S.S.; Fred Lea,•itt,

J. S.; S. l\l. Phillips,
SLIGHT

Rnmf,or,1
Falls&.Bnckfiel,1
R.R.
11 U
U
TIME-TABLE,-In Effect July 12, '86,
GOING

SOUTH.

GOING

NORTH.

Lvc, ": ~r.-'1xn
'1AIL
Lve! __
1
g,;:~t~~:~ lle,
4 15 ~ !Boston,
*liullcr Iload,

-Mxn

MAIL

i
P'l~ "2
Jigg~1i.~~~\~~i'.:~·!·
,~f~~ ~~
;~~~f~~\'.t
d, 5 20I 9 4s ~~~'t~~i~:::is
:~6~~ ~~
*}'ackarJR'd,
•Bearce R'd,
5 35 58
3 37
¾W:~:::
i::?J:•
li;'.~if,~~,\';z::i,
'i'..J~
10
12 1

I

I

A. M. P. M.

}t~~~:~;n~r,
1

9

1

!~~,\~-~~/,'\l'd
5 3 52

5 soj'o
6 15,10 2.1 East Smnner,'

WcSl~'.!:-~~\.
l\lccl_,anicF'ls
Lcw1ston

35 4 o6
12 50 4 13
12

7 1.i11 15 Jt:1rlford,

1

P. ,1. *!~nllc1 1lo,1d,
S 25 12 05 C,mton,
r. :\I.
[n1rivc.
1 15 5 1
GilhcrtHllc,
stop only on signal.

Portland,

1 10

I

Boslon,
*Trains

STAGE

4 2S

4 35

CONXECTIONS.

br~~~rJ~~:~cr;11
~:~~-:;~~t~~~,with

111ailtrain,for

Ile

..\T BccKFIELD.-Daily,
with mail train for
Chasc 1 s ~fills 4 miles, Turner 6 miles, :N'o. Buckfield 3 miles, and \Vest Sumner 7 milt!S.
AT c.,~TON.-Daily,
with mail train, for East
Pcru_5 1111lcs!\Vc~t Peru 10 miics,Dixficld
10 miles
l\lcx!co 15 nules, Ru_mford Falls 17 miles, H.oxbur~
21 n11ks,Byron
25 mdcs,Ilonghton's
30 miles.
Af.
so for Brittun's :\fills, Livermore, 5 milC.\i,
.AT Gn.BERTVJLLE.-Daily,
with mail train for
Canton Point 1 1-.4 miles,
'
L. L. LINCOLN,
Sun.

Remember
the best place

to get your

5c Prints

is

At the BrickStore,
where

you

will

find

a large

stock

of

DRY
O. FANCY
GOODS
Cl,
■

Big drive on Gent's Canvas B. B.
Boots at 85 cts.
Boys' ditto, 75 cts.
Gent's
Serge
Prince
Albert, 3 cts.
5
Gent's Dress Lace Button
and ConI gre~s, $1.75, $2.00 and $2.50.
L·1rge stock
of those warranted
Kids at$. 2, and many other grades.
Also the

Tyler.-H.

SHOCKS

IN ILLIKOIS.
--AXD--

. .
_cmcAGo, Se~t: 13•
30
cent
lllolasses.
The people livrng 111the coal m111111g
rer
.
gions near Akron, Illinois, embracing four,:
ou can ha_rdly keep house
w1tl~out
towns and quite a large range of counti-y, j tt.
You will always find a full lrne,
were ~wakened at four_ o'clock yesterday
mormng by lo,.,. rumblrng sounds, accompaniecl by shocks of earthquake, so distinct that hous~s were terribly shaken and
articles on mantels were thrown to the
floor.
Several years agotheearth
settleclseve,·al feet without apparent cause in that region, and the people are now badly frightenecl, fearing that they will be swallowed
up. To make matters more unpleasant a
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very lai:ge meteor passed over the shaken
1
up port10n of the country yesterday mo,·n1 •
ing,travelling close to the earth and throwing off heated particles every few feet. On any kind of security
and good
The me_teor illumina~ed the country for a
.
promissory
notes.
great distance and 1s supposed to have 1 U. S. Government
Bonds.
struck the earth near the ea~tern part ofl
Foreign
Redemption
Bonds
Akron, as the shock in that locality was
c1· f
~
•
c1·
f
h
sold on month Iv pa) men ts.
Large
1 e 1td1mme iate 1ya ter t e great, premiums
1s ibncltly
for s;1,all investors.
fi re a passe .
Sunday was a day of special prayer in,
Reliable
co~-r_esponcl~nts
wanted
the locality by many people.
everywhere.
-iberal
rnclucements.
Aclclress for full particulars,
G. W. FOSTER,
Banker,
•1•
i.f •r R•
h
42 Broadway,
New York.
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has returned to Canton for a few months,
where she will fill orders for

Honest Goods at Honest Prices.

1'8 H~ JONBS

~

Ca8~

LIV~lRMORE

CRAYON
PORTRAITS

would announce to th., citizensofBrittun's
• 1 11ills and vicrnity that they have in stock
a full line of
'
Any kind of pic_tu,·e_s copied any ~ize,
in Dry
Goods,
Groceries
ht>r usual cunsc1ent10us and art1st1c mani
ner.
4-.wtf

Patent Medicines

E. W. ALLEN,

Canton,

and Faucy Goods, Cheapfor

Cash.

Country ~roduce taken in exchange for
TEACHER OF VOCAL ~lUSIC.
goods, at market prices.
One price to all
I have Peerl<-s~ and Stanlc>v organ w1Iid1 persons, under the same circumstances.
T sell at reasonable prices; ,nu-'rantc><l for Please call and ask prices.
3-38
five years.
Tnose n want of an organ or
pi,Uio will <lo wc>ll to call on or address
the above. These organs are well made
in eve,·y r<>spect, CJ11iekin actinn, hrill:,uit
i11tom•, and voiced ~o they are Pn~y to
8ing with.
They arc sc<:Oll(l to 11011e.

CAr,rToN

HOUSE,

CANTON,

ME.

.N'. L. JIJE.11..NDS,P1·op'r.

WANTE

A competant man for Oxtord County, to canva~s
and take orders for HO\VE'S
P.\.TENT
ADJUSTABLE
SLIDING
WINDOW
SCREENS.
Best selling goods ever offered t.o agents.
Terms
and Outfit free. Address
6Lf
ORRIN P. HOWE & CO., Augusta, l\Ic.

Ccntr:i.llv lncatcd, g-nod attention, .and terms rca
sonablc.
;rravclcrs
taken to all parts of the conn
try.
3-22
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At the "Old DcCoSter Carriage
ed tn do all kincls of

Shop," is prepar-
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Reuairin[andSawFilin[.
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inch Bass Boards wanted

Stand for Sale.
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LOANSof well rated business
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made." Correspondents
wanted.
G. \V. FOSTER, Banker,
40 Broadway, New York.

Bridgham,

JU.

D.

~uckfieldVillaga, Me,
Offiee

a-t Rci-.idcuee

Where al orders should be left, and his
whereabouts ascertained.
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P.S WASEr,

Attorney

North

t.&Counsellor
canton,

at Law,

Me.
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Tur11.e1~
KEENE,

House,
PROP'R,

N,>. Turner,
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